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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 


Each week a supervisor and the Chief 
Shop Steward, or.designee, will meet in 
an effort to make the.ODL list 
equitable. A copy·of the ODL log will 
"be'prov~ded .to the Shop Stew~rd each 
week and the Shop Steward will sign 
that the.ODL 16g was received (and 
discussed the. find~ngs with the 
supervisor on a week.ly bas;ls _) .This 
agreement is a good~faith effort to 
work to:wards. equitable distribution' of 
overtime and does not imply that weekly· 
IDe~tirigs have resul ted in oii-g'oing .' 
equltability during the c~lendar 
quart~r and w~ll not be cit~d as s.uch_ 

~y n 
....~ .~~ 

Union MFagement . 

Kenneth. Lerch La~hj it· .Dheman 

2-l7- dc( J>- i'1 -0 ~ . 

. Date D.ate 

0 



OFU
• t ) 

ERSTANDBNG 


I~sue: Can' management add 8, hours to an . 

ODt'S' tota~ 'conce~ing' equitable distribution of . 
oy-ertime if t~e ODl requeSts not, to work tlJeir . 
HIS, day an.~ the - t~quest is' granted,; , by 
management? 

. " . ~ 

nswer:' Yes. But, only if management 9.~ts a 
, . 

sig~ed statement fro~ the ODL stating, that they 
w-ere excused from overtime 0", their HIS day 
and,that WOUld count as 6: hours towards 
eqUitable distribution O.f overtime. 

. . 

Kenneth Lerch Lakhji ,heman 
President NALC 3825 Ole, Rockville, MD . 

Date Date 

," 

.' 




Overtime Offered and Declined 


I ---------------------------  have been offered 
Print Name 

of overtime work on 
--------~ 

Hours Date 

I request to be excused [roln my requirement to work this overtilne. 


I understand that approval of this request will count towards the equitable 


distribution of overtime for this calendar quarter. 


Signature of Employee Date 

Employee's Request is: Granted Denied (Check one) 

Signature of Supervisor Date 
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UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
'475 l'Entant Plaza. SW 

Washington, DC 20260 

Mr. Francis J. Conners 
Vice President 
National Association of 

Letter Carriers~ AFL-CIO 

lOO·Indiana Ave~ue, NaW. 

Washington, , D .. C.. 20'001-219,7 


Dear Mr. Conners: 

Recently you and Dave Noble me~ with George McDqugald.and 
myse~f in prearoitration discussion of the following cases~ 

-
~ HIN~~F-C 25958~ Cbattanooga, Tennessee 
~H1N~3F~ 29805~ Cha~tanoogar Tennessee 
~lN-3F-C 27838, Chattanooga, Tennessee 

The question in these grievances is wheth"er man'agement 
violated ArticIe 8 by recording as an DvertLme opportunity 
the supervisorTs unsuccessful attempts of calling the 
grievant in to work on ~is/her nonscheduled day~ 

It was mutually agreed to fu~l settlement of these cases as 
follows:: 

1. 	 An employee who cannot be contacted to work on 

his/her nonscheduled 'day will not have that call 

recorded as a mi~sed opportunity_ 


2... 	 The day in question also will not be counted as a 

day where the emplqyee .was.available_for ,overtime. 


PLease sign and return the enclQseq copy of this letter 

acknowledging your "agreement ,to settle ~he-se cases, 

withdrawing them from the pending national arhitration 


. listing... 

. Sincerely, 

.~~~~F neis J.. 'ers' 
D'irectol:" Vice Presid nt 

National Association ofOffice of Grievance and 
Letter Carriersr AFL-CIOArbitration 

Labor Relations Departm1ept 



INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

m~ION: l~ALC POST OFFICE: Roc..\< V11)~ 

Ul~IOl~ REP: t<o\Je(-\- ,De.., Snee OFFICE/S~ATION: tV\) ±QWC,t,L

GRIEVANCE # 5Y-/S-R vJo0'0 l~GEl-1ENT REP: BOd)~VIV\tJ~( 

GRIEVANT: I\)ALC DATE: oc±obe( 2£J 201'5 

P.s a result of our discussion on this Clate, it is mutually 

agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 

accordance with the following: 

,he.. -fo \ \ 0 WI nCj c..Ov\'\\ ers CA('e.. he re.by ~ (\\0. o..:r i-I1 e.. 

C\I?~ hL~ ble overt, (lle.. ,(Ate.. Av,e. -\-D ClI\ h,\e.~ lAltCl bk 

~ \sf, 1bLA.t JOn 0 oUe('+J Me fa r qLA ().( ter 3 i -:2015 


wyC\t+ ~\At\eC <'21 ho\A,('s 


16\ ,\; l-1o..,?er -:l,. J to h 0 \.A,rs 


-::fe{'(Y) er\o.-. M\fi.\1lAy 'B hO\A\ S 


2> hV\A'~<WI \\\t\M ~()..'K 


V IV \ £l {) vJ CA \ \~ e.c 2Ll' hO\A\s 


Robec--\- vJeJ5 Yle r Ljo hO\;lr5 


Th:is' settlement is made i.n accordance with' the language of 
Arti.cle 15 and the Dispute Resolution Process. 

~W~I\ 
Union Representative 

Iv - 2 CO - I_S---,-_ 
Date Date 



FORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 


UNION: NALC POST OFFICE: Roc..\-<v,'lle.l 

UNION REP: Robert We.LSt)eC OFFICE/STATION: 'Po±omtlL 

GRIEVANCE # 5LJ-/5- Rw 00D MANAGEMENT REP: RAotXYfULI<\ef 

GRIEVANT: N ALc.. DATE: S-e p±ember 3D, '20 I,e; 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following: 

The.. -Follow}l1~ Qo.,r'\e('s 0\\E:.. he\'eby ?l\\c\ O\+t\",e, 
C\ ? \J \ \ La t> l~ ou er' +J me. \' lA'" c\tAE:. -TO Od\ I netJlA'r\-ab\e. 
c\lstrlbtAt/o(l of oVerfJlYle -tor qiAC\\ter 2,2015 

10 h OLArs 


-:fe.("Me'lcA. M LA'ftJ..y 10 hOLA(S 

KCAV\ sh Ik Nt\' ,< /(0 nOLA\S 

Lon n Ie oV\ L-+S j-2 ho LA\,S 

Rober+ WeiSner- Jl.o hOlArs 

This settlement is made in accordance with the language of 
Article 15 and the Dispute Res9lution Process. 

~~~ Ma~~sentative 

Oq-3D-15 . ~\3C\\5 

Date Date 



INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

UNION: NALe POST OFFICE: ROCKu; I\e.. 

UNION REP: RObert welSAe( OFFICE/STATION: Roc KV"} Ie.. Ma; f1 

GRIEVANCE 11= 5 0 - J5 - SLY1 MANAGEMENT REP: IOl\Y 'Yaf\G 

GRIEVANT: IV ALL 


As a result of our di..scussion on this date, it is m.utually 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following: 

-rhe. .foJl0W/ Aq Qo.('('\er<s (Are. ne\eby PiA\i\ 0\+ +h 
U\~~\lLab'e. oUe'+JMe.. f/Ate c\lAL -to C\ll ~ln€.qi.--\J+a0\e.. 
AlstfibiAt/of\ of OVertIMe. -tor qV\t:\,+er \ I 20 IS; 

sh~n(~~ ~OM~yo~~f~\ q ho~,6 
e.\<j'lO LeYY'\lAS 5 noVv\:) 

rn \c.'v\ tAe\ .5 h0.. W f\ \ \\) 0 ~\S 

A \ \ef\ W(\f\~ 1 n'Dvx'~ 

L:..hCA'\"-.S c-\o..r:y '0 ho\A,\'s 
Anto{\)o Ol-\+\C\w \'~ hO\A('s 

This settlement is made ;in accordance with the language of 
Article 15 and the Dispute Resolution Process. 

~W~ ~AL 
Union Representative Management Representative 

o q- 0 l - 1 5 --:--9-f-·-_l_-~I.$:"-------___ 
Date Date 



FORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

UNION: NALC POST OFFICE: 

lJNION REP: \!\V\tAn w~\\<e( OFFICE/STATION:/Wlnbrook 
\ 

_G_~_~__c_E_#~5~3~-~J_5_-_V_~_3~9__ __~~~~~P:~WQ~PI~\~~ 

GRIEVANT: !VALL DATE: HlA@V\st 27,2 0 lS 

A..::3 a result of our on this date it is mutuallyI 

~~~~ that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following

,he +oIIOWii1Cj c.().\f\erS CAC'e... ~e\eb,/ ?iA\iA C\+ the 
Ot??\\cC\\:J1e ouertJ{v)(~.. \()..-\-e. c\lAe.. +0 (An \{\e1V\'\t0l6·\e.. 

c\ \st\\blA.-t l'on of oue~-\-)Me -for (,jv\C\ \-ter 2 J 2 D j 

lY hOlArs 

1This settlement is made in accordance with the of 

~~-e.Q.Q 
Union ~nagement R~presentative 

~\~LS-
Date Date 

fJc1e ~5 and the Dispute Res?lution Process . 

.~ U 



FORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

UNION: NALC POST OFFICE: ROLKVI )\e. 
UNION REP: Robert \A)e-t.sl\ec OFFICE/STATION: £otofYltlL 

GRIEVANCE # 5 Y- ILi - RW 2> \l MANAGEMENT REP :Ve@@y l<el){\etAy 

GRIEVANT: tv ALL DATE: -:::TlAly 1, 2 0 I::;; 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following 

,he fo Ilow),t)~ ~(A\ne\.s o.{'~ he-\e.\1y rlAl~ OItihe. 
0I?0 hwb\e ove,+j'rvle. fO--Te. cAu.E:.. to an I (leqlA\tC1 b \ 
~ lst\\\:JiA-TJo(\ O-t over+IMe.. -for 1\J..0\('-1-er lL 2.0 j LJ 

K~v I (\ be ,..ff 1(\ \"2~OO hOlArs 

\< C\.V\5 h \ k NCA \l< ; o. vo hO\A\s 

{Y\ \ Lh lX e.\ to 0 (' 1 \ S \ \ YIiO o hO\A\ S 


c.ho.iA1Icey ?1f\kMy \,._ 00 nO\A\S 


":rb'i\hlM K . .S~5(Ay 5 .. 00 hou\s 

"Robert Wets ()e( i g 00 \t1ou...c-S
i 

teO D hOtA(:)::Johf\ we.\c\f\ 

This settlement is made in accordance with the language of 

Article 15 and the Dispute Res9lution Process. 


~2.\;V~
~esentative ent Representative 

::ItA\1 1, 2 OJ b 
Date Date 



INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 


UNION: HALe POST OFFICE: ROLkV,'I\e 

~ION REP: Robe,+ We.lSO€' OFFICE/STATION:be,VJooc\ 

GRIEVANCE #5£- JY-Kw21Y MANAGEMENT REP:"'Tooy Y'aQtj 

GRIEVANT: I\JALC DATE: De.c.€oober 12, 20JY 

As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following: 

:r S (Ylo.e \ Le(YI1A'5 I '5 hereby (;\Wo-r~eo. 0 hou,\ s of 

ove.rtjlV\Q. o;t hIS o.~t>\\("<Ab\e \o.:\"e. of ?()o.y o.\A€. +0 
I. . f vert/me c:X~\11)~

) I) eqU l·t CI b \ e ~ \S +r \ kHAt 10 {\ 0 0 .

C)\AC"-\te( 3 o'f 201'-1 

This settlement is made in accordance w~.the language of 
Article 15 and the Dispute Resolution Proce s. 

~IA~ 
Union Representative Mana 'ement Representative 

Date Date 



INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

POST kville 

Lemus OFFI STATION: Main Office 

GRIEVANCE: # 50-14-81-387 MANAGEMENT REP: Tony Yang 


EVANT: NALC DATE: 


As a result of our discussion on date, it is mutually 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following: 

The following Carries are hereby paid at the applicable overtime rate, due to 

the Article 8.S.C.2.b and 8.S.C.2.c violation. When management did not distribute 

the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 03 2014 

1) Paul Kolluri -- 34 hours 6) Yong Chang -- 15 hours 


2) Jose-Edwin Moral 30 hours 7) Allen Wang 15 hours 


3) Michael Faccone -- 20 hours 8) Rodney Southerland -- 15 hours 


4) Heng Lin -- 18 hours 9) Wedelin Lucas -- 10 hours 

5) Moon Choi -- 15 hours 10) Michael Soo -- 10 hours 


This settlement is made in accordance wi th the language of 


Article 15 and the Dispute Resolution~:o~:t 


~ ..-- 
Management Re r~sentative 

\ '2 01'" (t--\ ~\.,
l.l - '-/- III

I f

Date Date 



Northland!AlaskalDakotas Dispute Resolution Team 
200 S 1st Street Rm. V -210 

Nlinneapolis, MN 55401-2040 

~ UNITED STIJTESI!a POSTJJ.L SERVICE 

STEP B DECISION 

Step B Team: Warren Wehmas Decision: Resolved 
Rachel Christensen USPS Number: K11 N-4K-C 14272807 

Grievant: Class Action 
Branch Grievance Number: 54-14-RW274 
Branch: 3825 
Installation: Rockville 
Delivery Unit: Potomac 

Cap Metro District: State: MD 
Swillie Ross Jr. Incident Date: 07/01/14 
Annette Taylor Date Informal Step A Initiate: 08/12/14 

Formal Step A Meeting Date: 10/10/14 
Formal A Reps: Date Received at Step B: 11/17/14 
NALC: R, Weisner . Step B Decision Date: 11/26/14 
USPS: P. Kennedy Issue Code: 08.5400 

NALC Subject Code: 120050 
Original Step B Received Date: 10/20/14 
Date Sent to Assisting Team: 11/13/14 

ISSUE: Did the Management violate Articles 8, 15, 17, and 31 of the National Agreement by 
failing to distribute overtime opportunities and hours equitably during the second quarter of 
2014? If so what is the appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has resolved this grievance. Based on the 
information contained in the case file, Management was in violation of the National Agreement 
in the instant grievance. To resolve this issue, the carriers listed in ~he. table below shall be 
compensated as delineated. The Cap Metro Step B Team shall be responsible for making the 
payments in GATS, 

i Carrier Hours at the regular OT rate Carrier Hours at the regular OT rate 
34.71 J. Murray\ W. Butler 9.41 

K. Naik 33.56 i L. Ouzts 48.53 
J. Serga 5.67\/"./. Park 41.38 

I----

V. WalkerC. Solis 22.437.29 
S. Yang 15.35 

EXPLANATION: When 'the Union was presented with the final overtime tracking information 
for the second quarter of 2014, they noted that the totals appeared to be outside of the 
boundaries for equitability. FoHowing further review of tl)e data, the Union filed the instant 
grievance contending that Management failed to equitably distribute overtime hours and 
opportunities during the second quarter of 2014. Article 5.C.2.b reads. 



S.C.2.bDuring the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the 
opportunities for overtime among those on the "Overtime Desired" list. 

Management is obligated to make "every effort" to maintain equitable distribution of OTDL 
overtime opportunities. The JCAM reads as follows on pa~~e 8-11: 

Seniority does not govern the availability of overtirne work for those letter carriers 
who wish to work overtime. Nor is overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, 
Article 8.5.C.2 provides that .for those c,arriers who sign the Overtime Desired List, 
overtime "opportunities" must be distributed "equitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not 
mean that actual overtime hours worked must be distributed equally. 

National Arbitrator. Bernstein ruled in H1 N..SG..C..2988 (C...06364) that in determining 
"equitable" ~istribution of overtime, the number of hours of overtime as well as the 
number of opportunities for overtime must be considered. Overtime worked on a 
letter carrier's own route on a regularly scheduled day is not counted or considered 
in determining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among carriers on 
the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (i.e. one aTOl carrier worked instead of 
another) must be made up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the 
quarter unless the bypassed carrier was not available (i.e. the carrier was on leave or 
working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly scheduled day, etc.) 

The Management contentions .contain no information as to how the overtime was assigned 
during the quarter. With the exception of one sentence, all of Management's opining was 
related to the NALC Formal A Representative's actions relative to the instant grievance. The 

(Step B Team finds these contentions irrelevant to the determination of whether or not a 
violation occurred. The one pertinent sentence offered by Management is without merit based 
on the Union's demonstrated inclusion of dates when OTDL carriers were not available in their 
requested remedy. 

The JCAM sets forth specific remedies for certain situations. Q'uarterlyOTDL equitability is one 
. such instance. It reads as follows beginning on the bottom of page 8-11: 

Remedies. National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C
3200) that the Postal Service must pay employees deprived of "equitable 
opportunities" for the overtime -hours they did not work only if management's failure 
to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.S.C.2 shows "a willful 
disregard or defiance of the contractual provision, a deliberate attempt to grant 
disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or !group of employees, or caused a 
situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next 
quarter." In all other cases, Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide "an 
equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a compensatory 
monetary award if this is not done ... ,,' 

The chance for an equalizing opportunity has been lost in the instant grievance. As such, a 
monetary remedy is appropriate. In determining a fair resolution, the Step B Team considered 
the opportunities offered and missed and the availability of the individuals on the OTDL 
according to the overtime tracking sheets. These. were considered in conjunction with the 
actual overtime hours worked and the relationship of all these factors to the average overtime 

2 



hours worked during t,he quarter. The Union presented well-reasoned contentions and 
requested a remedy that does not place any individual above that which would be considered 
equitable. 

Therefore, based on the information contained in the· case file, Management was in violation of 
the National Agreement in the instant grievance. To resolve this issue, the carriers listed in the 
table above shall be compensated as delineated. 

Grievance File Contents: 
PS Forms 8190 Union contentions .ODL Tracking 
Union's exhibits regarding tracking TAC's reperts Management contentions 
A&C Managemenfs response to A&C Prior settlements 
Agreements regarding overtime LMOU JCAM citations 
Supporting arbitrations Carrier statements Weekly breakdown 
Schedules Calendars Pre.amble to OTDL 
Requests for Union time Legal rights of steward's 

~~.ili::dkS ly~"~. arren Wehmas Date 
USPS Representative NALC Representative 

3 




INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

UNION: HALC POST OFFICE: Rockville 

UNION REP: Sergio Lemus OFFICE/STATION: Main Office 

GRIEVANCE I SO-14-SL-241 MANAGEMEWl' REP: Tony Yang 

GRIEVANT: NALC DATE: l(J_. 124/'/'1, 
As a resul. t of our discussion on this date, it is mutually 

agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the foll.owinq: 

The following Carries are hereby paid at the applicable overtime rate, due to the 

Article 8.S.C.2.b and 8.S.C.2.c. When management dild not distribute the overtime in an 

equitable manner during Quarter 1, 2014. 

1) Michael Faccone - 15 hours 2) Yong Chang - 15 hours 

3) Shanming Xu - 20 hours 4) Antonio Outlaw - 20 hours 

5) Charles Clary - 30 hours. 

This settl.em.ent is made in accordaIlce with the l.anguage of 

Article 15 and the Dispute ReSOlUtiO~. ~ 

Management Representative 

(0-2_/ LY 

Dat~ , Date 

http:settl.em.en


INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

UNiON: HALe POST OFFICE: Rockville 

UNiON REP: Sergio Lemus OFFiCE/STATiON: Derwood 

GRIEVANCE , 50-14-KW-134 MANAGEMENT REP: TonyVang 

GRiEVANT: NALC DATE: 10'· ,2' ,-y 
As a resul.t of our discussion on 1-...his date, it is mutually 

agreed that the above referenced qrievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the followinq: 

The following Carries are hereby paid at the applicable overtime rate, due to the 

Article 8.5.C.2.b and 8.5.C.2.c. When management did not distribute the overtime in an 

equitable manner during Quarter 1, 2014. 

1 ) Sang Kim - 30 hours 

This settlement .is made .in accordance with the l.anguaqe of 
Art~cle 15 and the Di~ute Resol.ution Process . 

/0 .2 
•

It 
Date 



INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 

UNION: HALe POST OFFICE: Rockville 

UNION REP: Sergio Lemus OFFiCE/STATION: Main Office 

GRIEVANCE I 50-14-SL-353 MANAGEMENT REP: Tony Yang 

GRIEVANT: NALC DATE: 

'r 

As a. result of our discussion on this date, .it is JIlutua.11y 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following: 

" The following Carriers are hereby paid at the applicable overtime rate, due to the 

Article 8.5.C2.b and 8.5.C.2c. When management did not distribute the overtime in an 

equitable manner during Quarter 2 of 2014; 

1) Michael Faccone - 20 hours 2) Wedelin Lucas - 40 hours 

3) Brenda COleran - 20 hours 4) Rodney Southerland - 30 hours 

5) Nancy Kong 20 hours 6) Seung Baik - 20 hours 

7) Michael Soo -10 hours 8) Moon Choi -10 hours 

9) Yang Chang - 10 hours. 

This settlement is made in accordanC"...e with the language of 
Article 15 and the Di~ute Resolution Process~ 

. ~~resentative 

q~l¥.. I<+ 


Date 

~~~~~~-~~~-----
Date 

http:8.5.C.2c


CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


PO BOX 1530 


LAUREL MD 20725-1530 


(301) 617-0176 - OFFICE 


(301) 317-4521-FAX 


~ UNITEDSTIJTES
J!?,ii POSTjjL SERVICE 

STEP B DECISION 

STEP B TEAM: DECISION: RESOLVE 
USPS GATS#: K11 N4K-C 14239890 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE GRIEVANT: Stillwell. S. 

DAVID T. COWARD, SR. BRANCH GRIEVANCE#: 52-2014-MC48 

BRANCH: 3825 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE INSTALLATION: Rockville 
TONYA L. DETRICK DELIVERY UNIT: Pike Annex 

FINANCE NUMBER: 23-7889 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: STATE: Maryland 

CAPITAL INCIDENT DATE: 07/0212014 
INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 07/14/2014 

FORMAL STEP A: FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 08/25/2014 
RECEIVED AT STEP B: 09/0212014 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE STEP B DECISION DATE: ,09116/2014 

LENNIE JONES ISSUE CODE: 08.5400 
NALC SUBJECT CODE: 120050 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: N/A 
MICHAEL J. CURLEY DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles 8.S.C.2.b and 8.S.C,2.c of the National Agreement when they 
did not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 2 of 2014, and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement 
in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sLIm payments as remedies 
for the violation: 

The Step B Team has processed this pay adjustment in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 2 of 2014 (Q-14), the Overtime Desired List (ODL) 
Grievant was denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

Management counters that the Grievant was either not available for work; refused to work her non
scheduled days or completed the overtime work assigned to her in under time. 

The Union initiated this instant grievance, processed it with mutual extensions through each step of the 
Dispute Resolution Process (DRP) where it was received at the Capital Metro DRT Office on September 
2,2014. 

The Union contends that Management violated Article 8 of the National Agreement when they failed to 
make every effort to equitably assign overtime opportunities to the Grievant during 02-14. They assert 
that this position is supported by the evidence that shows the disparity in hours amongst those cited and 
those that were high in hours for the quarter. The top earning ODL Carrier - Baskerville - worked 44.16 
hours more overtime than the Grievant and ODL Heng worked 34.89 hours more. They affirm that 
Management improperly counted the Grievant as working two (2) NSD in the same week (Saturday and 
Wednesday), which is not possible. 

The Union also contends that Management's claims that the Grievant was not available on her NSD are 
unsupported as the Grievant provides a statement affirming that on each of her NSD she was available 

- 1 
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yet received no calls. They affirm the Grievant should not be penalized for absences during the quarter 
unless Management can prove that it was significantly more than the other OOL employees' during the 
same time frame. They advance that this type of Article 8 violation has been an ongoing problem in the 
Rockville Installation and these issues have been grieved and settled at all leve,ls of the ORP. They 
include copies of the local settlements, Step B decisions and Arbitration decisions, finding similar 
violations. They reference several Arbitration decisions on this issue to support their requested remedy of 
payment to the cited OOL employees'. The history of similar violations is evidence of the 'willful disregard' 
from Management on this issue in the Rockville Installation. 

The Union further challenges line by line each of Management's contentions regarding their claim about 
the Grievant's availability. They include a breakdown of hours worked by and opportunities offered to 
each of the Non-OOL and cite that an appropriate remedy is in order for the Grievant for the continued 
violations in the Installation. 

Management contends that the Grievant was not available for work or late fourteen (14) times during the 
course of 02-2014. They state that availability is the cornerstone for equitability of overtime. In one 
instance. the Grievant was given a park and loop delivery for overtime and returned to the office with the 
auxiliary assistance claiming that she was ill. IN addition. she was called at home on her NSO and 
refused to report to work as requested. In several instances, the Grievant was given auxiliary assistance 
for overtime and completed the work in under time. There is no clear proof that Management did nof 
make every effort to make the Grievant equitable during the course of the quarter. They include TACS 
EER clock rings for the Gr!evant from 02 to support their position that the Grievant was given sufficient 
overtime opportunities. 

- RESOLVED-

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that a violation of the 
National Agreement has been demonstrated in this instance. 

The Union asserted that the Grievant was not provided equitable distribution of overtime during 2-14. 

Equitability determinations are not formulated to create additional overtime hours that were not available 
rather. OOL employees are compensated within an equitable range for the amount of hours they should 
have been assigned and/or worked, but were not. For example. there are 150 hours distributed amongst 
five (5) OOL employees in a given quarter, 'equitabili~' would entail that those five (5) employees would 
fall within a reasonable range of 30 +/- hours for the quarter. Relevant to this determination, as well, are 
the 'opportunities' that are distributed. For example, there are 75 opportunities for distribution of overtime 
to those same five (5) OOL during the same quarter; these opportunities must fall within a reasonable 
range as well, to be considered 'equitable'. The National Agreement provides in relevant part: 

Equitable Distribf;1tion of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govem the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish to work overtime; nor is 
overtime distributed on a rotating basis: Ratherl Article 8.5. C.2 provides that "far those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired Listl overtime 1I0pportunities'l must be distributed I'equitably'l (i.e.,1 fairly). This does not mean that actual 
overtime hours worked must be distributed equal/y_ National Arbitrator Bemstein ruled in H1N-5G-C-2988 (C
06364) that in determining 'lequitable l1 distribution of overtime, the number of hours of overtime as well as the number 
ofopportunities for overtime must be considered. 

The Team concurs that, based on this provision, overtime Ihours and opportunities' must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. The file contained 
sufficient documentation regarding the hours worked by, and opportunities offered to, each OOL during 
02-14. 

In order to determine whether this hour/opportunity distribution was equitable, the Team agreed to apply 
Arbitrator Joan llivicky's formula explained in arbitration decision #A98N-4A-C 00183637 and #A98N-4A
C 00207604, dated October 30, 2001. It reads in part: . 

The Arbitrator determines that the appropriate method of correcting the Service's inequitable distribution of 
overtimelhours is to apply a formula which will determine the average number of overtime hours wol-ked by all carriers 
during a quarter. The application of such formula will be equitable since each carrier who worked less than the 
average number'of hours will be compensated by the payment of a sum equal to each carriers overtime hourly rate of 
pay times the difference between the average number ofhours and the hours actually worked. 

The formula cited above is the Team1s basis for applying averages to determine equitability. 
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The Team verified the documentation provided, and concurred the office average overtime hours were 
101, which was used in determining any discrepancy/compensation granted. The Team also confirmed 
the average 'opps' offered during Q2-14 to be 49. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that where OOL 
employees fall below either the average hours or opportunities, in application of the case file record, 
equitable distribution of the available overtime has not been met. 

The file supported the Grievant's overtime instances during 02-14 was 86 hours and 44 opportunities. 
The documentation supported that the Grievant was improperly charged for working a NSD that was not. 

While Management claimed the Grievant's hours/opportunities were impacted by tardies/refusals; the 
Team finds the documentation provided did not support that the Grievant refused overtime on any specific 
date. Additionally, the PS Forms 3972 indicated tardies that did not correspond to the TACS EER clock 
rings - For example - the PS Form 3972 indicated the Grievant was tardy .58 units on April 14th; 
however, the TACS EER clock rings show the Grievant began her tour at 8:08am and worked ten (10) 
hours on her own assignment. There were no identified occurrences of tardiness with correlating 
documentation showing an impact on the Grievant's availability and the Team is not persuaded that any 
particular tardy impacted the Grievant's ability to work overtime. 

Because the Grievant's work hours/opps fell below the quarterly averages, and no mitigating 
circumstances have been demonstrated, the Team finds a violation of the National Agreement in this 
instance. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. The file indicates a long documented history of 
similar violations in the Rockville Installation. While the National Agreement provides that normally, 
'equalizing opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy, in light of the 
history of similar violations, coupled with an abbreviated time period to effectuate same during 03-14, the 
Team agrees a compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal Service must pay 
employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure 
to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5. C. 2 shows "a willful disregard or defiance of the contractual 
provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, or 
caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter. IJ In al/ other cases, 
Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a 
compensatory monetary award if this is not done... IJ 

The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language, to grant compensatory payments to the Grievant 
for being denied equitable distribution of overtime during 02-14 and this joint determination is outlined in 
the DECISION above. . 

Case File Inventory: 

PS Form 8190 - 1 page 

Union Contentions and Documentation - 299 numbered pages 

Management Contentions and Documentation - 38 pages ~. 


\.fawp ~qllfR/N 
. T onya L. Detrick David T. Co rd, Sr. 
NALC Step B Representative USPS Step B R presentative 

USPS GATS #: K11 N-4K-C 14239890 

CC: Step AParties 
District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


PO BOX 1530 


LAUREL MD 20725~1530 


(301) 617-0176 - OFFICE 


(301) 317-4521 FAX 


~ UNITEDSTlJTES
& POSTAL SERVICE 

STEPBTEAM: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 


SWILLIE ROSS, JR. 


NALC REPRESENTATIVE 


ANNETTE L.TAYLOR 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: 
CAPITAL 

FORMAL STEP A: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 

N/A 


NALC REPRESENTATIVE 

ROBERT WEISNER 


STEP B DECISION 

DECISION: 

USPSGATS#: 

GRIEVANT: 


BRANCH GRIEVANCE#: 

BRANCH: 

INSTALLATION: 

DELIVERY UNIT: 

FINANCE NUMBER: 

STATE: 

INCIDENT DATE: 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 

FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 

STEP B DECISION DATE: 

18SUECODE: 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 

ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: 

DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 


RESOLVE 
K.11 N-4K-C 14220903 
Class 
54-14-RW246 
3825 
Rockville 
Potomac 
23-7887 
Maryland 
03/31/2014 
06/30/2014 \ 
No Meeting 
08/20/2014 
09/09/2014 
08.5400 
120050 
NIA 
NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles a.5.C.2.b and a.5.C.2.c of the National Agreement when they 
failed to distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 1 of 2014, and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement 
in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum payments as remedies for 
the violation: 

H;·Bradley $1689.03 W. Butler $971.06 I 
R. Weisner $1059.41 IV. Walker $1855.70 

S. Yang $500.77 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action ;s required. No other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 1 of 2014 (Q1-14), five Overtime Desired List (ODL) 
carriers we~e denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

The Union claims Management refused to meet in this case and provides a statement from the Union 
Formal A Representative and another witness as to the notification and failure to meet. They contend that 
the "equitability list" for Q1-2014 was posted on May 12, 2014, showing five carriers were not equitable in 
opportunities or hours. They maintain the correct average was 207.94 hours and Management's average 
is incorrect since it includes two carriers who were on extended leave and Management did not count the 
hours offered to carriers but were refused. They list five carriers and hours needed to make them 
equitable and point out that Management also failed to keep these five carriers equitable with others with 
the same day off. Finally they state Management failed. to provide the ODL sheets on a weekly basis 
which would have allowed the Union the opportunity to highlight those carriers who were low. 

Management did not meet at Formal A or provide contentions. 
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After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that Management did 
violate the National Agreement in this instance. Article 8.S.C.2.b of the National Agreement reads: 

B.5.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime among those 
on the "Overtime Desiredll list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime OpportJnities: 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish to work overtime; nor is 
overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Article 8.5.C.2 provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired List, overtime "opportunities» must be distributed "equitablY» (i.e., fairly). This does not mean that actual 
overtime hours worked must be distributed equal/y. National Arbitrator BernsteIn ruled in H1N-5G-C-2988 (C-06364) 
that in determining "equitable" distribution of overlime. the number of hours of overlime as well as the number of 
opportunities for overtime must be considered. Overtime worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularly 
scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among 
carriers on the list. Missed opporlunities for overtime (i.e. one OTDL carrier worked instead of another) must be made 
up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarler unless the bypassed carrier wa$ not available (i.e. the 
carrier was on leave or working overtime on his/her own rouie'on a regularly scheduled day, etc.f 

The Team concurs that, based on this provision, overtime hours and opportunities must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

The Team verified the documentation provided, and determined the office average overtime hours offered 
during 01-14 to be 207.94 and the average opportunities to be 62.63. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that OOL employees, 
who fell below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of the case file record, were 
denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. The Team agrees the five carriers 
noted bY,the Union were denied an equitable distribution of overtime in this case. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. WhileJthe Team agrees that normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy, because this is no longer a 
viable option, and in consideration of the history of similar violations in the Rockville Installation, a 
compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal Service must pay 

employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure 

to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5. C.2 shows "a willful disregard or defiance of the contractuar' 

provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, Ql 

caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter. » In all other cases, 

Gamser held, the proper'remedy: is. to provide·-"an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a 

compensatory monetary award if this is not done... » 


The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language, to g~arit compensatory payments to ODL 
employees who were denied equitable distribution of overtime during 01-14, and this joint determination is 
outlined in the DECISION above. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 81QO - 1 page 
Union Contehtions and Documentation - 200+ pages 

~~~,-!L~.!i
tte L. Taylor 
B Representative 

USPSGATS#: K11N4K..C 14220903 
cc: Step A Parties 

District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


POBOX 1530 


LAUREL MD 20725·1530 


(301) 617·0176 - OFFICE 


(301) 317-4521 - FAX 


~ UNITED STJJ.TES
U POSTI.lL SERVICE 

STEP BTEAM: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 

SWI~L1E ROSS, JR. 


NALC REPRESENTATIVE 

ANNETTE L.TAYLOR 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: 

STEP B DECISION 

DECISION: 
USPSGATS#: 
GRIEVANT: 
BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 
BRANCH: 
INSTALLATION: 
DELIVERY UNIT: 
FINANCE NUMBER: 
'STATE: 

CAPITAL 

FORMAL STEP A: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 

N/A 


NALC REPRESENTATIVE 


ROBERT WEISNER 


INCIDENT DATE: 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 

FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 

STEP B DECISION DATE: 

ISSUE CODE: 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 

ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: 


DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 


RESOLVE 
K11 N-4K-C 14220907 
Class 

' 54-13-RW379 

3825 
Rockville 
Potomac 
23-7887 
Maryland 
12131/2013 

06/30/2014 

No Meeting' 
08/20/2014 

09/09/2014 

08.5400 

120050 

NIA 

NIA 


ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles B.5.C.2.b and B.5.C.2.c of the National Agreement when they 
failed to distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 4 of 2013, and if SO, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement 
in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum payments as remedies for 
the violation: r 

O. Akinyosoye $572.91 B. Bradley $405.86 
W. Butler' $624.22 J. Graham $1815.57 

E. Guevara $786.65 J. Serga I $613.81 
C. Solis $J63.81 V. Walker I $2231.85 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No other remedy is issu~d. ' I 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 4 of 2013 (Q4-13), eight Overtime Desired List (ODL) 
carriers were denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

The Union claims Management refused to meet in this case and provides a statement from the Union 
Formal A Representative and another witness as to the hotification and failure to meet. They contend that 
the "equitabi/ity list"for Q4-2013 was posted on May 12, 2014, showing eight carriers were not equitable in 
opportunities or hours. They maintain the correct average was 217.39 hours and Management's average 
is incorrect since' it includes one carrier who was on extended leave and dropped off the list and fails to 
account for hours refused. They list eight carriers and hours needed to make them equitable and point 
out that Management also failed to keep. these eight carriers equitable with others with the same day off. 
Finally they state Management failed to provide the 'ODL sheets on a weekly basis which would have 
allowed the Union the opportunity to highlight those carriers who were low. 
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Management did not meet at Formal A or provide contentions. 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case,-the Team finds that Management did 
violate the National Agreement in this instance. Article 8.S.C.2.b of the National Agreement reads: 

B.S.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime among those 
on the !'Overtime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish to work overtime; nor is 
overtime distributed on a rotating basis.. Rathe~ Article 8.5. C. 2 provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired List, overtime 1I0pportunities" must be distributed "equitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean that actual 
overtime hours worked must be distributed equal/y. National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1N-5G-C-2988 (C-06364) 
that in determining "equitable" distribution of overtime, the number of hours of overtime as well as the number of 
opportunities for overtime must be considered. Overtime worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularly 
scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among 
carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (i.e. one OrDL carrier worked instead of another) must be made 
up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the qU'!lrter unless the bypassed carrier was not available (i.e. the 
carrier was on leave or working overtime on his/her own route on aregularly scheduled day, etc.) 

The Team conCIJrs that, based on this provision, overtime hours and opportunities must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

The Team verified the documentation provided, and determined the office average overtime hours offered 
during Q4-13 to be 217.39 and the average opportunities to be 63.26. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that ODL employees, 
who fell below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of the case file record, were 
denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. The Team agrees the eight carriers 
noted by the Union were denied an equitable distribution of overtime in this case. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. While the Team agrees that normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities in the next immediate quarter' would be the appropriate remedy, because this is no longer a 
viable option, and in consideration of the history of similar violations in the Rockville Installation, a 
compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C~3200) that the Postal Service must pay 
employees deprived of "equitable opportunitiesD for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure 
to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5. C. 2 shows Ita willful disregard or defiance of the contractual 
prOVision. a deliberate attempt to grant disparate'or favorlte"'treatl1}ent-to an employee or group of employees, or 
caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter. IJ In all other cases, 
Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a 
compensatory monetary award if this is not done... I' 

The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language, to grant compensatory payments to ODL 
employees who were denied equitable distribution of overtime during Q4-13, and this joint determination is 
outlined in the DECISION above. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190- 1 page 

u_m4:~-,e!!C:..JIonC!:ote~npoti~on=s.-a=n:;...dJ;...:::D=C0C:;"'~_:~.,PfAnt.c;..atr-i0-rn_-_2_00+ ~g~J . ~ ~~ C7j_ b/- /Y~ Anni~or ¥.~ . 
NALC Step 8 Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K11N-4K-C 14220907 

cc: Step AParties 
District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
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STEP B DECISION 
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USPSGATS#: 
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BRANCH: 


INSTALLATION: 


DELIVERY UNIT: 
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INCIDENT DATE: 
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STEP B DECISION DATe: 

ISSUE CODE: 
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Class Action 
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3825 

Rockville 

Potomac 

23--7887 

Maryland 

09/3012013 
06/30/2014 
NIA 
08/20/2014 
09/09/2014 ' 

08.5400 

120050 

NIA 
NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles B.5.C.2.b and B.S.C.2,c of the National Agreement when they did 
not distribute the overtime 'in an equitable manner during Quarter 3 of 2013, and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? ' 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement in; 
this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum payments as remedies for the 
violation: ' 

Z. Ahmed $735,02 J. Graham $618.96 J. Serga $232.11 
D. Akinyosoye $889.76 E. Guevara $541.59 C.Solis $2,785.32 

B. Bradley $1,121:87 B. Harper $1,934.25 R-Weisner I 

$1,392.66 
T. Gatling $1,083'.18 A. Outlaw $1,663.46 S. Yang' $232.11 

W. Park $193.43 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System (GATS) 
and a copy' of the pay record is attached to this decision. No further action is required. No other remedy is 
issued. 

In addition tothis instant dispute, the following grievance, encompassing the same equitability issues out of 
the same office for the same quarter, was independently reviewed, similar violations found and those 
remedies are incorporated herein:' 

USPS GATS # NALC# TYPE ISSUE I RESULT 
K11N-4KI.C 13404736 54-13-R'(1310 B;'Bradley Article 8 Equitability - Violation 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 3 of 2013 (Q3-13), twelve (12) Overtime Desired List 
(ODL) employees were denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

The Union initiated this instant dispute, processed it with mutual extensions through each, step of the 
Dispute Resolution Process (DRP), where it.was received at the Capital Metro ORTon August 20,2014. 
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The, Union contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the employees on the 
Overtime Desired List (ODL)' during Q3-13. They state that Management refused to meet at Formal Step A. 
They assert that there were twelve (12) OOL employees who fell significantly below the average hour and 
opportunities. They detail the number of hours offered and worked by each ODL as well as computed the 
overtime opportunities made available to them. They provide numerous previous Step 8 Decisions and 
grievance resolutions, spanning ten (10) years, showing an ongoing history of similar violations in the 
Rockville Installation and affirm this supports their request to compensate each ODL up to the quarterly 
average. 

Management did not meet at Formal Step A and did not provide any contentions at Informal Step A. 

- RESOLVE

. After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that a violation of the 
National Agreement has been demonstrated in this instance. 

The Team will first address the absence of a meeting at Formal Step A and or contentions from the Informal 
Step A Representative. . 

The DRP was designed to facilitate resolution of grievances at the lowest possible level. 80th Management 
and the Union are obligated to specific requirements. under Article 15. The file supports that the Union 
properly sought meetings on this dispute and met at Informal Step A. No contentions from the USPS 
Informal Step A Hepresentative were included ,in the file. 

Further documented in the file is that Management acknowledged the existence of this dispute as agreed 
upon in multiple extensions for the Formal Step A meeting. Management's failure to facilitate and meet on 
this grievance at the Formal Step A level hinders resolution of the dispute and denies them their ability to . 
challenge the facts presented in any given instance. 

The Union, under Article 15, was then obligated to advance this dispute in atimely manner to the next level, 
should they wish to pursue the grievance. This was 'done. 

When this circumstance occurs, the Team is obligated to rely' on the documentation presented as an 
undisputed 'accounting of events. This does not absolve the Union of their responsibility in this contractual 
grievance to provide sufficient documentation to corroborate their assertions. 

With regard to the merits, the Union asserted that ODL employees were not provided equitable distribution 
of overtime during 03-13. The National Agreement reads: 

8.5.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime among, those 
on tne "Overtime Desired" Jist. . 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish to work overtime; nor is 
overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Article B.5.C.2 provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired List, overtime "opportunities" must be distributed "equitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean that actual overtime' 
hours worked must be distributed equal/y. National Arbitrator Bernstein' ruled in H1 N-5G-C-2988 (C-06364) that in 
determining "equitable" distribution of overtime. the number of hours of overlime as well as the number of opportunities 
for overtime must be considered. Overtime 'worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularly scheduled day is not· 
counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among carriers on the list. Missed' 
opportunities for overtime (i.e. one OTDL carrier. worked. instead of another) must be made up for with equitable 
distribution of overtime during the quarler unless the bypassed carrier was not available (i.e. the carrier was on leave or 
working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly scheduled day, etc.) (Emphasis Added) 

I 

The Team. concurs that, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. The fiie contained 
sufficient documentation regarding the hours worked by, and opportunities offered to, each ODL during 03
13. 

In order to determine whether this hour/opportunity distribution was equitable, the Team agreed to apply 
Arbitrator Joan llivicky's formula explained in arbitration decision #A98N-4A-C 00183637 and #A98N-4A-C 
00207604, dated October 30, 2001. It reads in part: 
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The Arbitrator determines that the appropriate ,method of correcting' the Service's inequitable distribution of 
overtimelhours is to apply a formula which will determine the average number of overtime hours worked by all carriers 
during a quarter. The application of such formula will be equitable since each carrier who worked less than the average 
number of hours will be compensated by the payment of a sum equal to each carriers overtime hourly rate ofpay times 
the difference between the average number of hours and the hours actually worked. 

The formula cited above is the Team's basis for applying averages to determine equitability. 

The Team verified the documentation provided, and concurred the office average overtime hours were 161, 
which was used in determining any discrepancy/compensation granted. The Team also confirmed the 
average 'OppS' offered during Q3-13 to be 57. 

The file also supported that Management failed to meet at Formal Step A to challenge or dispute any of the 
Union's contentions or documentation with regard to this dispute. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that ODL employees, 
who undisputedly fell significantly below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of the 
case file record, were denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. This is where 
the violation occurred. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. The file indicates a long documented history of 
similar violations in the Rockville Installation. The National Agreement provides that that normally, 
'equalizing opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy. Because this is 
no longer a viable option; and in light of the history of similar violation's; the Team agrees a compensatory 
remedy is in order. ,The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC~Sw5426, April 3, 1979 (C"3200) that the Postal Service must pay 


\' 	 employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for th~ overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure to 
comply with its contractual obligations under Article B.5.C.2 shows I'a willful disregard or defiance of the contractual 
provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, or caused 
a situation' in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter. " In all other cases, Gamser 
held, the proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a compensatory 
monetary award if this is not done... " ' 

The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language, to grant compensatory payments to the cited ODL 
employees for being denied equitable distribution of overtime during Q3-13 and this joint determination is 
outlined in the DECISION above. ' 

Case Files Inventory: 

, K11N-4K-C 13404737 
PS Form 8190 - 1 page 
Union Contentions and Documentation - 450 +/- pages 

K11N-4K-C 13404736 

PS Form 8190 - 1 page 

Union Contentions and Docu~entation - 450 +/- pa7s 

dunf ~ edt/It.{ 

,: Tonya L. Detrick ' 


NALC Step B Representative 


USPS GATS #: K11N-4K-C 13404737 

cc; Step AParties 
District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Mefio Labor Relations 
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d UNITEDSTLlTES 
POSTLlL SERVICE 

STEPBTEAM: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 

DAVID T. COWARD, SR. 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE 

TONYA L. DETRICK 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: 
CAPITAL 

FORMAL STEP A: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 


LENNIE JONES 


NALC REPRESENTATIVE 

MICHAEL J. CURLEY 


CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 

PO BOX 1530 

LAUREL MD 20725-1530 

(301) 617·0176 - OFFICE 
(301) 317-4521 - FAX 

STEP B DECISION 

DECISION: 

USPSGATS#: 

GRIEVANT: 


BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 

BRANCH: 

INSTALLATION: 


DELIVERY UNIT: 

FINANCE NUMBER: 


STATE: 

.INCIDENT DATE: 


INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 

FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 


STEP B DECISION DATE: 


ISSUE CODE: 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 


ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: 

DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 


RESOLVE 
K11 N-4K-C 14150327 
Class Action 
52-2014MMC31 

3825 

Rockville 

Pike Annex 
23-7889 
Maryland 
04/01/2014 

04/14/2014 
0710812014 
07116/2014 

08/14/2014 

08.5400 
120050 
NIA 
NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles a.S.C.2.b and a.S.C.2.e of the National Agreement when they 
did not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 1 of 2014, and if so; what is the. 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement 
in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum payments as remedies 
for the violation: . 

C. Jimenez $77.37 
S. Heng $309.48 
B. Oland $851.07 
R. Savoy $773.70 
S. Strong $348.17 

The Step BTeam has processed these pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in .Quarter 1 of 2014 (Q1-14), five (5) Overtime Desired List 
(ODL) employees were denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

Management counters that the cited OOL Carriers either incurred significant usage of leave or requested 
later starting .times. . 

The Union initiated this instant grievance, processed it with mutual extensions thro.ugh each step of the 
Dispute Resolution Process (DRP) where it was received at the Capital Metro· ORT Office on July 16, 
2014. . 

The Union contends that Management violated Article 8 of tl1e National Agreement when they failed to 
make every effort to equitably assign overtime opportunities to five (5) employees on the Overtime 
Desired List (ODL) during Q1-14. They assert that this position is supported by the evidence that shows 
the disparity in hours amongst those cited and those that were high in hours for the quarter. The top 
earning ODL Carrier - Le worked 57.54 hours more overtime that ODL Heng. It should be noted that the 
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lowest of the top earning ODL Carriers still earned 41.78 more overtime hours than OOL Heng. They 
state that due to the ongoing problems in the Rockville Installation and the unsupported rationale for not 
making the cited OOL employees' equitable, than each of them should be compensated up 'to the 
average of 154.30 hours. Since this violation occurred, during the penalty overtime exclusion, 
Management had sufficient opportunities to make the cited employees' equitable. 

The Union also contends that while Management claims that the cited employees' had time off during the 
quarter and missed opportunities, however, this is not accurate as most cif the OOL Carriers had some 
time off durjng the quarter and lost opportunities. They affirm the cited OOL Carriers' should not be 
penalized 'for absences during the quarter unless Managemeht can prove that it was significantly more 
than the other OOL employees' during the same time frame. They advance that this type of Article 8 
violation has been an ongoing problem in the Rockville Installation and these issues have been grieved 
and settled at all levels of the ORP. They include copies of the local settlements, Step B decisions and 
Arbitration decisions, finding similar violations. They reference several Arbitration decisions on this issue, 
to support their requested remedy of payment to the cited 'OOL employees'. Th~ history of similar 
violations is evidence 'of the 'willful disregard' from Management on this issue in the Rockville Installation. 

The Union further challenges line by line each of Management's contentions regarding their claim that 
leave usage by the cited employees' was not derived from the overtime log. They advance that any 
assertions of refusal of overtime is invalid as the top earning OOL employees had 2 (Le), 3 (Man) and 4 
(Chew) refusals. Additionally, Management failed to support their assertion that OOL Oland submitted a 
change of schedule during the quarter to come in one (1) hour later and regardless, overtime may be 
assigned either in the morning or afternoon, so this is not a valid reason for Carrier Oland to be 
inequitable. ' I ' 

Management contends that generally speaking, ,those employees who sign the OOL are available and 
'willing to work overtime. The employee is responsible for reporting on time and as scheduled. The five (5) 
Carriers' cited have used incidental annual leave, emergency annual leave, sick leave (dependent care) 
and FMLA sick leave. They provide the Carriers' PS Forms 3972 and highlight the absences. They affirm 
that by not being available, these employees' have clearly missed opportunities. They add that some of 
the Carriers' have refused eight (8) hours of overtime. It is unfortunate that the Union does not see a 
correlation between opportunity and availability. They provide a breakdown of each of the five (5) 
employees and detail the number of days of leave an~/or instances of refusals of overtime. 

-RESOLVEO-

After carefully reviewi,ng all the facts and documentatipn in this case, the Team finds a violation of the 
National Agreement in this instance. Article 8.S.C.2.b of the National Agreement reads: 

8.5~C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime among those 
on the 1l0vertime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govern the avaJ1abi/ity ofovertirrn; work for those letter carriers who wish to work overtime; nor is 
overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Article'8: 5. C. 2 provides that· for those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired List, overtime "opportunities" must be distributed "equitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean that actual 
overtime hours worked must be distributed equal/y. National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1N-5G-C-2988 (C-06364) 
that in determining «equitable" distribution of overtime. the number of hours of overtime as· well as the number of 
opportunities for overtime must be considered., Overtime worked on a letter carriers own route on a regularly 
scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among 
carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (i.e. one OTDL canier worked instead of another) must be made 
up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarter unless the bypassed carrier was not available (i.e. the 
carrier was on leave or working overtime on hislher own route on a regularly scheduled day, etc.) 

The Team concurs that,· bas·ed on this provision, overtime, 'hours and opportunities' must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

The Team verified the documentation provided, and determined the office average overtime hours 
offered during Q1-14 to be 154 and the average 'opps' to be 55. 

Management asserted that the cited OOL employees incurred Significant leave usage (SL, AL and FMLA); 
and/or submitted revised schedules to come in late. The Team agrees that these are circumstances 
which may directly impact the number of hours/opps to be offered/worked during a given quarter. 
Management provided PS Forms 3972 which show detailed leave usage however, there were no PS 
Forms 3189, Change of Schedule, included in the file. 
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With respect to the assertions that several of the cited employees refused overtime and/or were absent 
on overtime (scheduled and did not report), the National Agreement provides that OOL employees are not 
permitted to refuse overtime: 

National Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled in H4N~NA-C-21, April 11, 1986 (C-5860) that an employee on the OOL does not 
have the option of accepting or refusing work over eight hours on a nonscheduled day, work over six days in a 
service week or overtime on more than four of the five scheduled days in a service week,' instead an employee 
on the ODL must be required to work up to 12 hours in a day and 60 hours in a week before management may require 

I employees not on the OOL to work overtime. (Emphasis Added) 

Regarding the leave usage alleged by Management, at this point the burden shifted back to the Union to 
identify 'similarly situated' employees (ODL, same NSD rotation, etc.) who accrued significantly more 
overtime during the quarter yet still fell within an equitable range of the average hours/opps for the 
quarter. The Union countered that all of the ODL had 'some'time off during the quarter, yet acomparative 
was not made to those cited in this grievance. 

Notwithstanding this, when the totality of the documentation presented was taken into consideration and 
cross-referenced with the ODL Tracking Sheet, there remained instances where ODL employees' still fell 
below an equitable range of the average hours and/or opportunities. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that ODL employees, 
who fell below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of the' case file record, were 
denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. This is where the violation 
occurred. 

\ 
" ' 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. While the Team agrees that normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy, because this is no longer a 
viable option, and in consideration of the history of similar violations in the Rockville Installation, a 
compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal Service must pay 

employees deprived of «equitable opportunities» for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure 

to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5. C. 2 shows "a willful disreqard or defiance of the contractual 

prOVision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, Q[ 


caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could'not be afforded within the next quaJter.» In a/l other cases,' 

Gamser held, the proper remedy is ta provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a 

compensatory monetary award if this' is not done... ~ 


The Team finds it appropriate, based on ;this language, to grant compensatory paymel1ts to ODL 
employees who were denied equitable distribution 'of overtime during Q1-14, anc::~ this joint determination 
is outlined in the DEGISION above. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190 1page 
Union Contentions and Documentation - 277 numbered pages 
Management Contentions and Documentation - 33 pages 

. Tonya L. Detrick 
NALC Step B Representative 

USPS GATS#: K11N-4K..C 14150327 

cc: Step AParties 
District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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FORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 


UNION: NALC POST OFFICE: Roc- Kv~ {Je 

UNION REP: .. Sa._rJ~" A L~Wv\r~ OFFICE/STATION: (Y\O\\n o·ff ILe. 

GRIEVANCE # 50.- '3-5 L 155 MANAGEMENT REP: srkClr~. ~cA 1+c;", f. 

GRIEVANT: tV ALL DATE: 


As a result of our discussion on this date, it is mutually 
agreed that the above referenced grievance/dispute is resolved in 
accordance with the following: 

,he. fol\owtn~ c.,,\('\er$ (;\(e. he(e.by P~\i\ (A~the.· 
O\~~ \\c..o:b \e OVe('TuY\e... \G\ te.. c\V\e +0 'a£) \f\e£/""tt\b \e

u\\S't(tblA't/on of over'-\-}l'l\~ ~or q~\C\\·te\ 3,2- 013, 

N~'()L'i kon~ - 13.00 '~C)v'~ 

E ('b ) f'\ VC\ \ c\ e."2- -. \ ~ ."0 l4" L\ d' S 

M Ic..h",e \ s h,-\(,0 () - 20- 00 }to \J' t ~ 

P.;!ren2\", Qo\eMt\f\ - 20.~o ~"tH S 

C..-nth\ \e.s c.. \ C\(Y '- 30. vO \-\ ov~ ~ 

This settlement\is made in accordance with the language of 
Article 15 and the Dispute Res?lution Process. 

Uni 

Date ) Date 



INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION 


UNION: N ALC. POST OFFICE: ROLiSv i J \e., 

UNION REP: Eobert WeL50e( "OFFICE/STATION: PotO{l')C\C 

GRIEVANCE f:54-J3-KWI5J M1}NAGENENT REP:Aflrt~ CrewS 

GRIEVANT; rJALe DATE: (Y\<Arc.h '22} 2.OIY 

As a result of our discussion on this ~ter it is 
mutually agreed that the above referenced 
grievance/dispute is resolved in accordance with the 
following: 

Th f 0 nOuJin~ c.a\(\erS o.re.. hereby po.\o. tl\Ae to 6\() 


i neq\.A i"t-ab ie. c\) s,tqbl.\+/c{) of OV<?f'tJ'",,«, -f"O\ ({,A(Afte, 2-,2013 


wyC\++ l)tA-\-)er ;# BCf\ l-\O\('\lson Doh Jj 09 \
.1 

Kevin Grl~+"J{) .:/1310, bi "'Y H~\pe( 3(. i32Li 

i::el ~(Ar-rAO bUeviA[fA 41 ZQl J 1<\C\\ASh\ \< No.\ \" -t1 945 

lOf)()le. OU2t5 -11'763 i Wi IItA(¥) Pt\\"K J/2JIo 

3V\ \to 5e'~t' .# Zy'6 i C.hr 15tO\>·hec So l,s 11 JOg 

w~; h~,Y'\ 5tcphel)s -If 43 j Robert welsne\.If, 35 

This settlement "is' made in accordance with the 
language of Article 15 and the Dispute Resolution 
Process": 

.~~vtw~ ~~ 
Union Representative Management Representative 

0 _; 
:""')- 2-/4 4--/4-/ 2B If 

Date Date I) 

http:welsne\.If


CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


PO BOX 1530 


LAUREL ~.m 20725·1530 


,301) 617·0176-0FFICE 
(301) 317-4521 - FAX 

iiii UNITED STIJTES 
POSTIJL SERVICE 

STEPBTEAM: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 
JAMES C. GRADY 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE 
DELANO M. WILSON 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: 
CAPITAL 

FORMAL STEP A: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE 
MICHAEL J. CURLEY 

STEP B DECISION 

DECISION: 
USPSGATS#: 
GRIEVANT: 
BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 
BRANCH: 

INSTALLATION: 

DELIVERY UNIT: 

FINANCE NUMBER: 

STATE: 

INCIDENT DATE: 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 


FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 


STEP B DECISION DATE: 

ISSUE CODE: 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 


ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: 

DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 


RESOLVE 
K11 N-4K-C 14116065 

Class 
52-2014-MC2 
3825 
Rockville 
Pike Annex 
23-7889 
Maryland 
01/0212014 
01/11/2014 
0211212014 
02114/2014 
03/04/2014 
08.5400 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles B.5.C.2.b and 8.5.C.2.c of the National Agreement when they did 
not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 4 of 2013, and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case 'rile, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement 
in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum payments as remedies for 
the violation: 

Jimenez $1319.98 B'. Oland $640.32 
K. Odom $491.32 R. Savoy $1692.10 
T. Smith $1638.99 S. Strong $1805.19 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 4 of 2013 (Q4-13), six (6) Overtime Desired List (ODL) 
employees were denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

The Union contends that Management violated Article 8 of the National Agreement when they failed to 
make every effort to equitably assign overtime opportunities to six (6) employees on the Overtime Desired 
List (ODL) during Q4-13. They assert that this position is supported by the evidence that shows the 
disparity in hours amongst those cited and those that were high in hours for the quarter. They state that 
due to the ongoing problems in the Rockville Installation and the unsupported rationale for not making the 
six (6) cited ODL employees' equitable, than each of them should be compensated up to the average of 
143.45 hours as calculated by Management submitted tracking sheet. Since this violation occurred during 
the penalty overtime exclusion, Management had sufficient opportunities to make the cited employees' 
equitable. 
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The Union also contends that while Management may claim that any or all of the six (6) Grievants' had 
time off during the quarter and missed opportunities, this is not accurate as a review of the overtime log 
shows that most of the OOL Carriers had some time off during the quarter and lost opportunities. Such 
events are not anomalies and Management has the responsibility to log such time off as well during their 
occurrence. They affirm the cited OOL Carriers' should not be penalized for absences during the quarter 
unless Management can prove that it was significantly more than the other OOL employees' during the 
same time 'frame. They advance that this type of Article 8 violation has been an ongoing problem in the 
Rockville Installation and these issues have been grieved and settled at all levels of the ORP. They 
include copies of the local settlements,· Step B decisions and Arbitration decisions, finding similar 
violations. They reference several Arbitration decisions on this issue to support their requested remedy of 
payment to the cited OOL employees' at even the smallest amounts of overtime. The history of similar 
violations is evidence of the 'willful disregard' from Management on this issue in the Rockville Installation. 

Management offered no contentions. 

-RESOLVED-

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that Management did 
violate the National Agreement in this instance. Article 8.S.C.2.b of the National Agreement reads: 

8.5.C.2.b During the quarler every efforl will be made to distribute equitably the opporlunities for overlime among those 
on the "Overlime Desired» list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govem the availability of overlime work for those letter eafTiers who wish to work overlime; nor is 
overlime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Arliele 8.5. C. 2 provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired Usf, overlime "opportunitiesn must be distributed Itequitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean that actual 
overlime hours worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1N-5G-C-2988 (C-06364) 
that in determining "equitable" distribution of overlime, the number of hours of overlime as well as the number of 
opporlunities for overlime must be considered. Overlime worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularly 
scheduled day is not counted or considered in dstem1ining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among 
carriers on the list. Missed opporlunities for overlime (i.e. one OTDL carrier worked instead of another) mU$t be made 
up for with equitable distribution of overlime during the quarler unless the bypassed carrier was not avaifable (i.e. the 
carrier was on leave or working overlime on his/her own route OJ I a regularly scheduled day, etc.) 

The Team concurs that, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

The Team verified the documentation provided, and determined the 'office average overtime hours 
offered during Q4-13 to be 143 and the average 'opps' to be 54. 

With respect to the use of leave alleged by Management, at this point the burden shifted back to the Union 
to identify 'similarly situated' employees who accrued significantly more overtime during the quarter. The 
Union countered that all of the ODL had 'some' time off during the quarter, yet a comparative was not 
made to those cited in this grievance. 

In addition, the Union advanced that Grievant Jimenez's total overtime hours were mis-calculated by 
Management due to a Holiday scheduling conflict, Management made no contentions for this allegation. 
Listed on the Management generated overtime tracking sheet, Employee Jimenez was listed as a refusal 
for overtime on December 31 r 2013. The Union asserts that she was not scheduled to work on the Holiday 
schedule posted on the Tuesday preceding the holiday. Therefore, the Union contends that her overtime 
hours were eight (8) less than Management's calculations. 

Notwithstanding this, when the totality of the documentation presented was taken into consideration and 
cross-referenced with the OOL Tracking Sheet, there remained instances where OOL employees' still fell 
below an equitable range of the average hours and/or opporlunities. 
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Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that ODL employees, 
who fell below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of the case file record, were 
denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. This is where the violation occurred. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. While the Team agrees that normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy, because this is no longer a 
viable option, and in consideration of the history of similar violations in the Rockville Installation, a 
compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal Service must pay 

employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for the overtime hours they did not work only if managemenfs failure 

to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5.C.2 shows "a willful disregard or defiance of the contractual 

provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, Q[ 


caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunitv could not be afforded wNhin the next quarter." In all other cases, 

Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide Ilan equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pav a 

compensatory monetary award jf this is not done... " 


The Team finds· it appropriate, based on this language, to .grant compensatory payments to OOL 
employees who were denied equitable distribution of overtime during Q4 -13, and this joint determination 
is outlined in the DECISION above. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190-1 page 
Union Contentions and Documentation - 273 numbered pages 

.. 
Delano M. Wilson 

~-!L-JL/
I 

NALC Step B Representative 

USPS GATS#: K11N-4K-C 14116065 
CC: Step AParties 

District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


POBOX 1530 


LAUREL MO 20725-1530 


(301) 617-0176-0FFICE 


(301) 317-4521 - FAX 

d UNITEDSTIJTES 
POSTIJL SERVICE 

STEP B DECISION 

STEP BTEAM: DECISION: RESOLVE 
USPS GATS#: K11 N-4K-C 13142768 

USPS ·REPRESENTATIVE GRIEVANT: Class Action 
EDMOND THORNE .BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 52·2013-MC1 

BRANCH: 3825 
NALC REPRESENTATIVE INSTALLATION: Rockville 

TONYA L. DETRICK DELIVERY UNIT: Pike Annex 
FINANCE NUMBER: 23-7889 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: STATE: ' Maryland 
CAPITAL INCIDENT DATE: 01/0212013 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 01/15/2013 
FORMAL STEP A: FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 03/29/2013 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 04/05/2013 
USPS REPRESENTATIVE STEP B DECISION DATE: 04/23/2013 

CHARMAINE RUSSELL ISSUE CODE: 08.5400 
NALC SUBJECT CODE: N/A 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: N/A 
MICHAEL J. CURLEY DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: N/A 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles 8.5.C.2.b and 8.5.C.2.c of the National Agreement when they did 
not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 4 of 2012, and if so, what ;s the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resol,ution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the National Agreement 
in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum payments as remedies for 
the violation: 

DeGuzman $573.08 
W. McCollum $573.08 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 4 of 2012 (Q4-12), seven (7) Overtime Desired List 
(ODL) employees were denied equitable distribution of overtime. . 

, . 

Management counters that this grievance was untimely initiated at Informal Step A and affirms that the 
cited ODL Carriers either incurred significant usage of leave surrounding their Non-Scheduled Days 
(NSD); requested later starting times; needed to leave early for family obligations or flatly refused to work 
overtime, further citing that there were also five (5) Holidays during the quarter. 

The Union contends that Management violated Article 8 of the National Agreement when they failed to 
make every effort to equitably assign overtime opportunities to seven (7) employees on the Overtime 
Desired List (ODL) during Q4-12. They assert that this position is supported by the evidence that shows 
the disparity in hours amongst those cited and those that were high in hours for the quarter. The top 
earning ODL Carrier - Zhao worked 91.74 hours more overtime that ODL Smith. It should be noted that 
the lowest of the top earning ODL Carriers still earned 58,85 more overtime hours than ODL Smith. They 
state that due to the ongoing problems in the Rockville Installation and the unsupported rationale for not 
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making the seven (7) cited OOL employees' equitable, than each of them should be compensated up to 
the average Of 162.47 hours as calculated by Management. Since this violation occurred during the 
penalty overtime exclusion, Management had sufficient opportunities to make the cited employees' 
equitable. 

The Union also contends that while Management claims that all of the seven (7) Grievants' had time off 
during the quarter and missed opportunities, however, this is not accurate as a review of the overtime log 
shows that most of the OOL Carriers had some time off during the quarter and lost opportunities. Such 
events are not anomalies and Management has the re~ponsibility to log such time off as well during their 
occurrence. They affirm the cited OOL Carriers' should not be penalized for absences during the quarter 
unless Management can prove that it was significantly more than the other OOL employees' during the 
same time frame. They advance that this type of Article 8 violation has been an ongoing problem in the 
Rockville Installation and these issues have been grieved and settled at all levels of the ORP. They 
include copies of the local settlements, Step B decisions and Arbitration decisions, finding similar 
violations. They reference several Arbitration decisions on this issue to support their requested remedy of 
payment to the cited OOL employees' at even the smallest amounts of overtime. The history of similar 
violations is evidence of the 'willful disregard' from Management on this issue in the Rockville Installation. 

The Union further adds that Management's claims that this grievance is untimely are without merit as the 
incident date for this grievance was January 2, 2013, the'lnformal Step A meeting took place on January 
15, 2013, and the USPS Informal Step A Representative signed and dated the PS Form 8190. While 
Management alleged that the OOL Tracking sheet did not distinguish between the 10-hour; 12-hour and 
Work Assignment List individuals, this argument is without merit as the overtime log" provided was tracked 
by Management and did not include Work Assignment individuals. The National Agreement provides that 
all OOL are to be provided equitable distribution of overtime and it does not separate the 10 & 12 hour 
people. They challenge the documentation provided by Management to support the absences alleged as it 
includes dates prior to and after Quarter 4 and these are irrelevant to this case. Management failed to 
provide any documentation to support their claims with regard to the absences of the OOL alleged. They 
assert that the substantial facts presented were derived from the very overtime log that Pike Annex 
Management created over the course of Q4-12 and it shows that the cited employees' were denied 
equitable distribution of overtime as outlined in the National Agreement. 

Management contends that the time limits for an equitability grievance begin within 14 days after the total 
number of overtime hours/opportunities is posted for the quarter. They state that in this instance, the 
Formal Step A designee cannot determine whether the grievance was timely initiated at Informal Step A 
because there is no PS Form 8190. They cite that Block 13A of the 8190 establishes the date on which 
the grievance was filed at Informal Step A and the Union is required to appeal any grievance to Formal 
Step A by using and sending the PS Form 8190 to the Installation Head. Albeit the parties' representatives 
signed a time extension for the Formal Step A decision on January 29, 2013, granting until February 14, 
2013, in the absence of the appeal of PS Form 8190, it cannot be determined whether the Union initiated 
this grievance within the 14-day time limits set forth in Article 15. By signing the extension for the Formal 
Step A decision, this in no way makes this grievance timely at Informal Step A and the Union has failed to 
follow those provisions when they did not discuss this grievance within 14-days of the Steward's 
reasonable review of the Article 8 Equitability Posting. The Steward in this instance cannot escape an 
untimely argument by failing to utilize the Nationally agreed upon PS Form 8190 and he did not faithfully 
observe the process by utilizing the appeal form 8190 and thus; the Union is unable to establish that this 
grievance was discussed within the 14-day time limits. The Union Steward is further unable to establish 
whether or not an Informal Step A meeting ever took place. In the absence of any SUbstantive evidence 
from the Union and given the fact that the Steward failed to utilize the 8190 appeal form, this grievance is 
untimely at Informal Step A and pursuant to Article 15.3.B, the Union has waived the grievance and it 
therefore must be considered moot. They object to any further processing of this grievance. 

Management also contends that it is unclear from the OOL Tracking sheet provided by the Union, which 
individuals are 10-hour, 12-hour or on the Work Assignment list A review of the ODL Tracking sheet also 
shows that the Shop Steward had much of the overtime tracking information before the end of the quarter 
and did not file a grievance. They state that a review of the PS Forms 3972, Absence Analysis, for the 
seven (7) cited employees shows there were many missed. opportunities due to leave usage and holidays. 
They reference that two (2) ODL employees - Palagano and Le - were out on FMLA during Q4; ODL 
Smith requested to be excused from overtime because he was coaching a Little League Basketball Team 
and needed to be at practice by 5:00pm; OOL Lowery requested a revised schedule for personal reasons 
to begin her tour 30-minutes later and OOL Strong habitually refuses to work overtime due to other 
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matters that require her attention, yet she will not complete simple paperwork indicating that she is 
refusing an overtime opportunity. They provide a breakdown of all leave used by each of the seven (7) 
cited OOL Carriers' during 04 and refer to the fact that there were five (S) Holidays during this time period. 
They add that it should be realized that much of the leave used by the cited ODL employees., revolved 
around their Non-Scheduled Days (NSO). The Union has failed to prove that this grievance has merit and 
it should be denied. 

- RESOLVED-

The Team will first address the assertions of Management that this dispute was untimely filed at Informal 
Step A-

While Management asserted that the Union had all of the information available prior to the end of the 
quarter, yet did not file a grievance, this claim has no merit. A dispute .of this nature, that encompasses a 
calendar quarter, cannot be filed until the time period has ended and a determination made on the 
distribution of the overtime for that time frame. In this instance, those dates encompassed October 1st 

_ 

December 31 st
, 2012. The National Agreement contains no obligation to file a grievance under the tenets 

of Article 8, regarding the equitable distribution of overtime, prior to the end of the quarter. 

The Team agrees that due to January 1, 2013, being a Holiday, the first date the Union would become 
reasonably aware of the existence of this grievance was January 2nd

• The PS Form 8190 received as part 
of the case file at Step B contained an incident date of January 2, 2013. 

The same PS Form 8190 contains a date of January 15, 2013, in Box 11 - Date Discussed With 
Supervisor (Filing Date). The PS form 8190 in Box 13a - Supervisor's Printed name and Initlals
contains a signaturel initials and the date of 1/1S/13. The evidence does not support Management's claim 
that this dispute was untimely filed as the Informal Step Ii. meeting took place on the 13th day within the 
Union learning of its cause: 

Article 15.2 Informal Step A fa}: 

An employee or union representative must discuss the grievance with the employee IS immediate supervisor within 

fourteen calendar days of when the grievant or the union first learned, or may reasonably have been expected 

to learn, of its cause, The date of this discussion is the Informal Step Afiling date..(Emphasis Added) 


In consideration of these facts, and in application of the above, the Team deems this grievance timely filed 
under the DRP and will now address the merits. 

With regard to the merits, after carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team 
finds that Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. Article 8.S.C.2.b of the National 
Agreement reads: 

.	B.5. C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime among those 
on the IIOvertime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govem the availability of overtime work for those letter carners who wish to work overtime; nor is 
overtiine distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Micle 8.5.G.2 provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime 
Desired List, overtime "opportunities" must be distributed llequitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean that actual 
overtime hours worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1 N*5G-C-2988 (C-06364J 
that in determining lfequitablel1 distribution of overtime. the number of hours of overtime as well as the number of 
opportunities for overtime must be considered. Overtime worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularly 
s,cheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably distributed among 
carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (i.e. one OrDL canierworked instead of another) must be made 
up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarter unless the bypassed canier was not available (i.e. the 
carrier was on leave or working overtime on hislher ~ wn route on a regularly scheduled day, etc.) 

The Team concurs that, based on this prOVision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken into 
consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

The Team verified the documentation provided, and determined the office average overtime hours 
offered during 04~12 to be 162 and the average 'opps' to be 58. 
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Management asserted that the cited OOL employees incurred significant leave usage (SL, AL and FMLA); 
submitted revised schedules to come in late; requested to leave early for personal obligations and refused 
opportunities that were presented, all of which impacted their availability for opportunities. With regard to 
these assertions, these are circumstances which may directly impact the number of hours/opps to be 
offered/worked. Management provided PS Forms 3972 and ERMS Leave Management Reports to 
support their position however, there were no PS Forms 3189 included in the file and the National 
Agreement provides that ODL employees are not permitted to refuse overtime: 

National Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled in H4N-NA-C-21, Apri/11, 1986 (C-5860) that an employee on the OOL does not 
have the option ofaccepting or refusing work over eight hours on a nonscheduled day. work over six days in a 
service week or overtime on more than four of the five scheduled days in a service week; instead an employee 
on the OOL must be required to work up to 12 hours in a day and 60 hours in a week before management may require 
employees not on the OOL to work overtime. 

With respect to the use of leave alleged by Management, at this point the burden shifted back to the Union 
to identify 'similarly situated' employees who accrued significantly more overtime during the quarter. The 
Union countered that all of the ODL had 'some' time off during the quarter, yet a comparative was not 
made to those cited in this grievance. 

Notwithstanding this, when the totality of the documentation presented was taken into consideration and 
cross-referenced with the ODL Tracking Sheet, there remained instances where OOL employees' stiff fell 
below an equitable range ofthe average hours and/or opportunities. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that OOL employees, 
who fell below· either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of the case file record, were 
denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. This is where the violation occurred. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy_ While the Team agrees that normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy, because this is no longer a 
viable option, and in consideration of the history of similar violations in the Rockville Installation, a 
compensatory remedy is in order. The Nationai Agreement reads: 

RemedIes: 
.National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C·3200) that the Postal SetVice must pay 
employees deprived of lIequitable opportunities» for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure 
to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5.C.2 shows ua willful disregard or defiance of the contractual 
provision.. a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of employees, Q[ 

caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter. II In all other cases, 
Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarte~ or pay a . 
compensatory monetary award if this is not done... II 

The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language, to grant compensatory payments to OOL 
employees who were denied equitable distribution of overtime during Q4 -12, and this joint determination 
is outlined in the DECISION above. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190-1 page 
Union Contentions andDocumentation - 261 numbered pages 
Management Contentions and Documentation - 29 pages 

./ 
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I Tonya L. Detrick Edmond Thorne 

NALC Step B Representative .. USPS Step BRepresentative 


USPS GATS #: K11N-4K-C 13142768 
cc: Step AParties 

District Labor Relations 
District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capifal Metro Labor Relations 
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PRE .... ARBITRATION RESOLUTION 

---~,---

NALC U.S. POSTAL SERVICE 

RBP. RBP .. 
Hugh McElroy, Jr Pau.l Ricucci 

GRIEVANT REGIONAL # 

Class K06N-4K-C 13012001 


_._._---_._--,--_._------------------------ 
LOCAL ONION # DATE 
5412RW244, Rockville, MD 3/19/13 

,-------------........--.-----~-----

As a result of our discussIon on this date, it is mutually agreed thattne above cited grtevance is 
resolv$Q wtthOut pretudfoe to either parties' position ott the issue and in accordance with the 
fOUowfng: 

Based o,n the inequitable distribution of overtime during Quarter 3, 2012, the following 
twelve (12) letter carriers wilt each be compensated $700 fumpS'um payments~ 

They are: Akinysoye. Butter, Gatling, Guevara, Harper~ Ha.lk, Norris, Outlaw, Serga', 
Walk&r~ Weisner, Weaver. 

The parties agree that this settlement agreement is made without prejudice to the position of 
either party, is not precedent setting, and witt not be cited by either party in any subsequent 
grievance or arbitration hearing, or in any other forum. 

Management Rep.resentative 

Date 7 /
/ 
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STEP B DECISION 

DECISION: 

USPSGATS#: 


GRIEVANT: 

BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 

BRANCH: 
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DELIVERY UNIT: 

FINANCE NUMBER: 


STATE: 

INCIDENT DATE: 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 
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STEP B DECISION DATE: 

ISSUE CODE: 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 


' ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: 

DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 


RESOLVE 
KOSN-4K-C 12368968 
Class Adion 
54-12-RW207 

3825 
Rockville 
Potomac 
23-7887 

Maryland 
07/0212012 
07/16/2012 
NIA 
11/13/2012 
11130/2012 
08.5400 

NIA 
NIA 
NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles S.5.C.2.b and B.5.C.2.c of the National Agreement when they 
did not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 2 of 2012, and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? . 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
documentation contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the 
National Agreement in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum 
payments as remedies for the violation: 

Griffin $305.64 Guevera $1,719.23 
Naik $878.72 Outzs $840.51 

Serga $1,069.74 Walker $420.26 
I Weaver $725.90 I 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS) and a copy of the pay record is attached to this decision. No further action is required. No 
other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 2 of 2012 (Q2-12), nine (9) Overtime Desired List 
(ODL) employees were denied equitable distribuiion of overtime. 

The Union initiated this instant dispute, processei it with mutual extensions through each step of the 
Dispute Resolution Process (DRP), where it was received at the Capital Metro DRT on November 13, 
2012. 

The Union contends that Management did not e4uitably distribute overtime to the employees on the 
Overtime Desired List (OOL) during Q2-12. They state that Management refused to meet at Formal 
Step A. They assert that there were nine (9) ODL employees who fell significantly below the average 
hour and opportunities. They affirm that Management's log was incorrect as they included a Carrier 
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that was in a higher level detail for most of the quarter. They detail the number of hours they request 
each ODL employee be compensated. They add that the nine (9) cited employees had substantially 
less hours that similarly situated employees with the same non-scheduled day rotation. They provide 
numerous previous Step B Decisions and grievance resolutions. spanning ten (10) years, showing an 
ongoing history of similar violations in the Rockville Installation 

Management did not meet at Formal Step A and did not provide any contentions at Informal Step A. 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that 
Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. The Team determined that the cited 
ODL employees were not afforded equitable overtime opportunities during Q4-11. Article 8.5.C.2.b of 
the National Agreement reads: 

B.S.C.2.b During the quarter every efforl will be made to distribute equitably the opporlunities for overlime among 
those on the "0verlime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overlime work for those letter carriers who wish to work overlime; nor 
is overlime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Arlicle 8.5.C.2 provides that for those carriers who sign the 
Overtime Desired List, overlime "opporlunities" must be distributed Uequitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean 
that actual overlime hours worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1N-5G-C
2988 (C-06364) that in determining uequitable ll distribution of overlime. the number of hours of overlime as well as 
the number of opporlunities for overlime must be considered. Overlime worked on a letter carrier's own route on 
a regularly scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overlime has been equitably 
distributed among carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overlime (i.e. one OTDL carrier worked instead of 
another) must be made' up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarler unless the bypassed 
carrier was not available (i.e. the carrier was on leave or working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly 
scheduled day, etc.) (Emphasis Added) 

The Team concurs that, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken 
into consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

In order to determine whether or not equitability has occurred, the Team agreed to apply Arbitrator 
Joan llivicky's formula explained in arbitration decision #A98N-4A-C 00183637 and #A98N-4A-C 
00207604, dated October 30, 2001. It reads in part: 

The Arbitrator determines that the appropriate method of correcting the Service's inequitable distribution of 
overlime/hours is to apply a formula which will determine the average number of overlime hours worked by all 
carriers during a quarler. The application of such formula will be equitable since each carrier who worked less 
than the average number of hours will be compensated by the payment of a sum equal to each carrier's overtime 
hourly rate ofpay times the difference between the average number of hours and the hours actually worked. 

The formula cited above is the Team's basis for applying averages to determine equitability. 

Equitability remedies are not formulated to create additional overtime hours that were not available 
rather, OOL employees are compensated within an equitable range for the amount of hours they 
should have been assigned and/or worked, but were not. For example, there are 150 hours distributed 
amongst five (5) OOL employees in a given qu,.rter, 'equitability' would entail that those five (5) 
employees would fall within a reasonable range of 30 +/- hours for the quarter. Relevant to this 
determination, as well. are the 'opportunities' that are distributed. For example, there are 75 
opportunities for distribution of overtime to those same five (5) OOL during the same quarter, it would 
not be considered equitable to have one (1) ODL employee comprising the majority of those 
opportunities. These opportunities must fall within a reasonable range as well, to· be considered 
'equitable' . 

The Team verified the office average overtime hours, using the documentation provided~ and 
determined the office average overtime hours ,to be 152, which was used in determining any 
discrepancy/compensation granted. The Team also confirmed the average 10ppS' offered during Q2
12 to be 57. 
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The file also supported that Management failed to meet at Formal Step A to challenge or dispute any 
of the Union's contentions. Where it is demonstrated this meeting was properly requested, yet not 
attended by Management, the Team is obligated to rely solely on the undisputed documentation 
presented. 

Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that ODL 
employees, who fell significantly below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of 
the case file record, were denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. This 
is where the violation occurred. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. The file indicates a lengthy history (1 O-years) 
of similar violations in the Rockville Installation. The National Agreement provides that that normally, 
'equalizing opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy. Because 
this is no longer a viable option; and in light of the history of similar violations, the Team agrees a 
compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, Apri/3, 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal Service must pay 
employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's 
failure to comply with its contractual obligations under Micle 8.5. C.2 shows "a willful disregard or defiance of the 
contractual provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of 
employees, or caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next 
quarter. " In all other cases, Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide I'an equalizing opportunity in the next 
immediate quarter, or pay acompensatory monetary award if this is not done... 11 

The Team finds.it appropriate, based on this language, to grant compensatory payments to ODL 
employees Griffin, Guevara, Naik, Outzs, Serga, Walker and Weave", for being denied equitable 
distribution of overtime during Q2-12 and this jOint determination is outlined in the DECISION above. 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190-1 page 
Table of Contents - 1 page 
Union Contentions - 3 pages 
Exhibit A - 7 pages 
Exhibit B - 43 pages 
Exhibit C - 14 pages 
Exhibit D - 7 pages 
Exhibit E - 4 pages 
Exhibit F - 4 pages 
Exhibit G - 5 pages 
Exhibit H - 7 pages 
Exhibit I - 200 +/- pages 
Exhibit J - 38 pages 

V 

~1~ 11.30.ltL-~--== - /l-3c1LL 
, Tonya L Detrick Edmond Thorne 

NALC Step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 12368968 

cc: Step AParties 
District Labor Relations 
Distrkt Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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N/A 
NIA 
NIA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles 8.5.C.2.b and 8.5.C.2.c of the National Agreement when they 
did not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 1 of 2012, and if SO, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
documentation contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did violate the 
National Agreement in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum 
payments as remedies for the violation: 

Guevara $764.10 Sullivan $1,222.56 
Weaver $1,031.54 Outlaw $2,903.58 

The Step B Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 1 of 2012 (Q1-12), four (4) Overtime Desired List 
(ODL) employees -E. Guevara, R Sullivan, A. Outlaw and K Weaver - were denied equitable distribution 
of overtime. 

The Uniqn contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the employees on the 
Overtime Desired List (ODL) during Q1-12. They assert that there were four (4) ODL employees who 
fell significantly below the average of 151.18 and ODL Andrews worked 224.94 hours for the quarter. 
They state that ODL Carriers Guevera, Outlaw and Weaver shared the same non-scheduled day 
(NSD) rotation as ODL Andrews yet they were not afforded an equivalent number of NSD 
opportunities to work. They cite that Management failed to provide the ODL Tracking Log the first 
seven (7) weeks of the quarter. They provide numerous previous Step B Decisions and grievance 
resolutions, spanning ten (10) years, showing an ongoing history of similar violations in the Rockville 
Installation 
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Management did not meet at Formal Step A and did not provide any contentions at Informal Step A 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this c.ase, the Team finds that 
Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. The Team determined that the cited 
ODL employees were not afforded equitable overtime opportunities during Q4-11. Article 8.5.C.2.b of 
the National Agreement reads: 

B.S.C.2.b During the quarler eve/}' effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime among 
those on the "Overtime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: . 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those fetiercarriers who wish to work overlime; nor 
is overlime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Arlicle 8.5.C.2 provides that for those carriers who sign the 
Overlime Desired List, overlime "opporlunities" must be distrib.uted "equitably" (i.e., fairly). This does not mean 
that actual overlime hours worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1N-5G-C
2988 (C-06364J that in determining "equitable" distribution of overlime. the number of hours of overlime as wef! as 
the number of opporlunities for overtime must be considered. Overtime worked on a letter carrier's own route on 
a regularly scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equffably 
distributed among carriers on the list. Missed opportunffies for overlime (i.e. one OTDL carrier worked instead of 
another) must be made up for with equitable distribution of overlime during the quarler unless the bypassed 
carrier was not available (i.e. the carrier was on leave or working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly 
scheduled day, etc.) (Emphasis Added) , 

The Team concurs that, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken 
into consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

In order to determine whether or not equitabiJity has occurred, the Team agreed to apply Arbitrator 
Joan IIivicky's formula explained in arbitration decision #A98N-4A-C00183637 and #A98N-4A-C 
00207604, dated October 30, 2001. It reads in part: 

The Arbitrator determines that the appropriate method of correcting the Service's inequitable distribution of 
overtime/hours is to apply a formula which will determine the average number of overlime hours worked by aI/ 
earners during a quarter. The application of such formula will be equitable since each carrier who worked less 
than the average number of hours will be compensated by the payment of asum equal to each carrier's overlime 
hourly rate ofpay times the difference between the average number of hours and the hours actually worked. 

The formula cited above is the Team's basis for applying averages to determine equitability. 

Equitability remedies are not formulated to create additional overtime hours that were not available 
rather, ODL employees are compensated within an equitable range for the amount of hours they 
should have been assigned and/or worked, but were not: For example, there are 150 hours distributed 
amongst five (5) ODL employees in a given quarter, 'equitability' would entail that those five (5) 
employees would fall within a reasonable range of 30 +/- hours for the quarter. Relevant to this 
determination, as well, are the 'opportunities' that are distributed. For example, there are 75 
opportunities for distribution of overtime to those same five {5} ODL during the same quarter, it would 
not be considered equitable to have one (1) ODL employee encompassing the majority of those 
opportunities. These opportunities must fall within a reasonable range as well, to be considered 
'equitable' . 

The Team verified the office average overtime hours, using the documentation provided, and 
determined the office average overtime hours to be 151, which was used in determining any 
discrepancy/compensation granted. The Team also confirmed the average 'opps' offered during Q1
12 to be 57. 

The file a/so supported that Management failed to meet at Formal Step A to challenge or dispute any 
of the Union's contentions. Where it is demonstrated this meeting was properly requested, yet not 
attended by Management, the Team is obligated to rely solely on the undisputed documentation 
presented. 
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Since equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that OOL 
employees, who fell significantly below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of 
the case file record, were denied equitable distribution of the available overtime in this instance. This 
is where the violation occurred. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. The Team agrees that normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy. Because this is no 
longer a viable option; a compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 

Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC.S-5426/ April 3, 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal Service must pay 
employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's 
failure to comply with its contractual obligations under Article 8.5. C.2 shows "a willful disregard or defiance of the 
contractual provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of 
'employees, or caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next 
quarter. 11 In all other cases, Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next 
immediate quarter, or pay a compensatory monetary award if this is not done... 11 

The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language; to grant compensatory payments to ODL 
employees E. Guevara, R. Sullivan, A. Outlaw and K. Weaver for being denied equitable distribution 
of overtime during Q1-12 and this joint determination is outlined in the DECISION above. ' 

Case File Inventory: 
PS Form 8190 - 1 page 
Table of Contents - 1page 
Union Contentions - 3 pages 
Exhibit A - 4 pages 
Exhibit B-2 pages 
Exhibit C - 14 pages 
Exhibit D - 9 pages 
Exhibit E - 4 pages 
Exhibit F - 4 pages 
Exhibit G - 4 pages 
Exhibit H- 7 pages 
Exhibit I - 38 pages 
Exhibit J - 200 +/- pages 

/ 
&tJd ~;i>l fL.J.q.IfJ..~ ~..'J9.~ 

: Tonya L Detrick Edmond Thorne 
NALC Step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 12215053 

cc: Step AParties 
District Labor Rela60ns 
District Manager 
Na60nalBusiness Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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CAPITAl METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


POBOX 1530 


LAUREL MD 20725-1530 


(301) 617-0176-0FFICE 


(301) 317-4521-FAX 


~ UNITEDSTATES
J!iii POSTI1L SERVICE 

STEP 8 DECISION 

CORRECTED NALC GRIEVANCE NUMBER 


STEP B TEAM: DECISION: RESOLVE 
USPS GATS#: K06N-4K-C 12170730· 

USPS REPRESENT ATlVE GRIEVANT: Class -Action 

EDMOND THORNE BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 54-12-RWOO1 

BRANCH: 3825 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE INSTALLA TION: Rockviile 

TaNYA L. DETRICK DELIVERY UNIT: Potomac 

FINANCE NUMBER: 23-7887 

DISTRICT GRIEVING: STATE: Maryland 

CAPITAL INCIDENT DATE: 01/03/2012 
INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 0211512012 

FORMAL STEP A: FORMAL STEP A MEETING: N/A 
RECEIVED AT STEP B: 03/15/2012 

USPS REPRESENTAriVE STEP B DECISION DATE: 04126/2012 
NlA ISSUE CODE: 08.5400 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: N/A 
NAle REPRESENTATIVE ORIGINAL STEP 8 RECErvED DATE: NlA 

ROBERT WEISNER DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: N/A 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles B_S.C.2.b and B.S.C.2.c of the National Agreement wlren they 
did not distribute th.e overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 4 of 20'11, and if so, what is the 
appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: -The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
documentation contained in the case file, the Team_ has determined--that Management did v~olate the 
National Agreement in this instance. The following employees shall receive the respective lump sum 
payments as remedies for the violation: 

Abernathy $280.17 Naik $534.87 
Brooks $280.17 . Sullivan $407.52 
Griffin $764.10 Weisner $432.99 

Graham $789.57 Weaver $1,171.62 
I Guevara $687.69 I 

The Step 8 Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking System 
(GATS). No further action is required. No.other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 4 of 2011 (Q4-11), nine (9) Overtime Desired List 
COOL) employees - K Abernathy, G. Brooks, K Griffin, J. Graham, E. Guevara, K Naik, R Sullivan, R 
Weisner and K. Weaver - were denied equitable distribution of overtime. 

The Union contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the employees on the 
Overtime Desired List (OOL) during Quarter 4·2011. They assert that there were nine (9) ODL 
employees who fell significantly below those that were high in hours. The ODL employee with the 
highest number of hours (Fitts- 224.90 hours), worked 148.31 more hours than OOL Griffin. 

·1
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Management did not meet at Formal Step A and did not provide any contentions at Informal Step A 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this ease, the Team finds that 
Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. The Team determined that the cited 
OOL employees were not afforded equitable overtime opportunities during Q4-11. Article B.5.C.2.b of 
the National Agreement reads: 

8.5. C. 2.b During the quaffer evety effort will be made to distribute equitably the apporlunities far averlime among 
lhose on the "Overtime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution ofOvertime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overlirne work for those leffer caniers who wish to work avertime; nor 
is overlime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Miele 8.S.C:2 provides that for those calTiers who sign the 
Overtime Desired List, overtime "opportunities" must be distributed -equflablY' (i.e., fairly). This does not mear=; 
that actual.overtime hours worked must be distributed_equally.·National Arbitrator Bernste'in ruled in H1N-5G-G
2988 rC-06364J that in determining UequitabJe"distribution ofoverlime. the number ofhours of overtime as wef/ as 
the number of opporlunities for overtime must be considered. Overtime worked on a letter calTier's own route on 
a regularly scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably 
distributed among carners on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (ie. one OTDL carner worked instead of 
another) must be made up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarler unless the bypassed, 
carrier-was not available (i.e. the carrier was on /eave or working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly 
scheduled day, etc.) 

The Team concurs that, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken 
into consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has occurred. 

The Team verified the office average overtime hours, using the documentation provided, and' 
determined -the office average overtime hours to be 143.31:, which was used in determining any 
discrepancy/compensation granted. Based on the local parties calculation of opportunities (opps) the 
Team finds the average 'opps' offered during Q4-11 to be 54.76. 

The Team has also taken into account any employees on the OOL who may have used AUSL in 
excess of the average amount used by the rest of the ODL list employees and have made appropriate 
adjustments to requested remedy. 

The Team agrees that where there exists 'X' amount of hours to be distributed equitably amongst a 
specific number of OOL employees during the quarter, in application of the Arode 8 provisions above, 
each ODL should receive 'equitable distribution' of those 'total' hours. For example: Assume an office 
with ten (10) OOL employees worked a total of 800 hours of overtime during a given quarter. The 
provision abo.ve mandates each employee should be within an equitable (not eql:/af) range of those 
hours/opportunities offered. Application of this prOVision is compelling tbat each ODL should be within 
a 'reasonable-range' of the distribution of those 800 hours. Hence, each ·Carrier should fall reasonably 
above or below the 80 hours range, each, for equitabi/ity to occur. When Management. distributes 
overtime equitably, there should be no occurrences of one or two ODL empioyees comprising a bulk 
of the total hours distributed. This is the Step B Teams application of averages as an equitabnity 
detenninant 

Since -equitable distribution . does require an attempt at ~quality, the Team agrees that ODL 
employees, who fell significantly below either the average hours or opportunities, in consideration of 
the case file record, were denied equitable distribution of the available. overtime in this instance. This 
is where the violation o·ccurred. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. While the Team agrees that normally, 
'equalizing opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the appropriate remedy, this is no 
longer a viable option; a compensatory remedy is in order. The National Agreement reads: 
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Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426

J 
April3

J 
1979 (C-3200) thai the Postal Service must pay 

employees deprived of "equitable opportunities· for the overtime hours they did not work only if managemenfs 
failure to comply with its 'contractual obligations under Miele 8.5.C.2 shows Ita willful disregard or defiance of the 
contractual provision 8 deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of 
employees, or caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be afforded within the next 
quarter. II In all other cases, Gamser held, the proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next 
immediate quarter, or pay a compensatory monetary award if this is not done... " 

The Team finds it appropriate, based on this language, to grant compensatory payments to OOL 
employees K. Abernathy, G. Br.ooks, K. Griffin, J. Graham, E. Guevara, K. Naik, R. Sullivan, R. 
Weisner andK Weaver for being denied equitable distribution of overtime during 04 -11 and this joint 
determination is outlined in the DECISION above. 

Finally, the Team reminds Management of their obligation to obtain the Grievance Arbitration 
Tracking System (GATS) number for grievances met on at the Formal Step A level. The instructions 
for the completion of item #14 of PS Form 8190, "USPS-NALC Joint Step A Grievance Form" state 
that "the Formal Step A parties complete this section" and that "The USPS grievance number is 
assigned by computet'. If the Postmaster, or hislher designee, does not have access to GATS at the 
USPS Headquarter Labor Relations website, the local District, Manager of Labor Relations should be 
contacted for assistance on how to obtain the GATS number for each NALC.grievance, or to authorize 
access to the website. 

The Team aJso encourages the local parties to develop a table of contents for each file, number the 
pages of those that are jointly reviewed and notate these numbers on the respective boxes of the PS 
Form 8190. This enables the Team to readily locate, verffy and cross-reference documentation 
relevant to the parties' respective positions, as well as ensure the appropriate number of documents is 
maintained in the case iiles. 

Case File Inventory: 
PSForm 8190-1 page 
Table- of Contents- 3 pages 
Union time request- 3 pages 
Union documents- 43 pages 
ForrnarA-resolutions- 148 pages 
ArbitmtiOlJ # C16286- 3B pages 
Grievant statem-ents- 3 pages 
InformalA resolutions- .112 pages 

~~~~~ 

/ 
4 -lk- 11- CL~-zc,./z-

Torwa L Detrick Edmond Thorne 
ALe Step 8 Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 12170730 

cc: Step AParties 
Dlstrk:ll.aba" Relafioos 

Dlstrti Manager 

National BlJSiness Agent 

Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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LABOR RELATIONS OFFICE 

CAP,!AL DISTRICT 

'6 UNfTEDSTJjTES 
POSTIJL SERVICE 

PRE-ARBrTRATION SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

. Union: National Association Letter Carriers 
Date: December 8, 2011 
Union Representative: 0, Wilson 
Management Representative: Anita O. Crews 
GATS: K06N-4KwC 1041'0547 
Local Case Number: 52010MC55
G~ievant CLASS ACTION 

AS A RESULT OF OUR DISCUSSION ON THIS DATE, IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT THE 
ABOVE CITED GRIEVANCE IS RESOLVED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING. 

. Management did violate Article B.5.2.b of the National Agreementwhen they failed to equitably 
distribute overtime to the grievant Ii~ted belo\V: The gri~vant will be paid as follow for overtime 
opportunities that were missed: 

Nar.te EIN# 'Amt. 
Coleman 01457128 $100.00 
Jimenez 01415128 $230.00 
Nguy 03548068 $100.00 
Oland 01472691 $230.00 
Strong 01118496 $100.00 
Savoy 01014554 $230.00 

Both parties have agreed that this settlement was reached in the interest of expediency and must not 

,zlg J!2-fJ tl 

Date / 

/2/2/ 'Z{) / / . 
Management Representative Date 

900 BRENTWOOD, Ro NE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20066·9996 

(202) 636·1273 

F~x: (202) 636·2321 

construed as a waiver ofeither parties' position on the respective issue. 



CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


PO BOX 617 


MERRIFIELD VA 22116-0617 


PHONE (703) 207-6802, FAX. (703) 207-3697 

d UN,ITEOSTIlTES 
POSTJ1L SERVICE' 

STEP B TEAM: 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 
JOHN H. DENTON 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE ' 
TONYA L. -DETRICK 

, . - . DISTRICf:GRIEV1NG: 
CAPITAL 

. ,. ~ 

, STEP B DECISION -,' 

~ECISION: 
USP$GATSI: 

GRIEVANT: 

BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 

BRANCH: 

INSTALLATION: 

DELIVERY UNIT: 

FINANCE NUMBER:

STATE: . 

INCIPENT DATf!: ' 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED:' 

FORMAt STEP A MEETING:, 

RECEIVED AT· STEP B: 

STEP B DECISION DATE: 

ISSUEqODE: 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 

ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: 


, .... 
DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 

RESOLVED, 
K06N-4K-C 112321,93 . 
crass Action 
50-10·SL·134 
3825 
Rockville 
Main 

23-7884 
Maryland' 
10/1012010 

11118120,11 

08/01l~011 

06/0612011 
0612012011 
08.5400 
N/A 
N/A 
NJA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Article 8.S.C.2.b the National Agreement when they did not distribute 
'tne overtime in an equitable manner during O~arter 3.of 20..10 and if so, what is the appropriate 
remedy? '. 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
.documentati9r:t, contained' in the case file; the 'Team has determrned that Management did violate the . 

... Na~ional Agreemen( in this instance. The foll~w;ng employee shall receive ·the respective lump sum ... 
- p$ym~nt as remedy for this violation: 

'Z. Agb06la . $959.01 
W.Jackson $479.51 
A. Powell $590.16 

- :,~ -. TQ~ :step B Team has proces.sed trye p~yments In th~ Grievance and Arbitration T~ackjng ~yste'T'...:".: .. ' 
: .. ' .' ·(GATS) and a copy oHhe payment record Is attached.. No further action is required:No other remedy:,..~,.:,.,,·· :~:~- ' 

.. . ' is granted. ' . , ..., ., 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that'during Quarter 3, 2010,·(Q·3-10l Overtime Oe~ired List (OOL) . 
~mployees - Agboolflt W. Jackson a.nd A. Powell- were denied equitable overtime hours. ., 

The Union initiated this instant grievance, processed 'it timely, with mutually agreed upon extensions, 
through each step of the Dispute Resolution Process CORP) where' it was received by the Step B 
Team on June 6, 2011. . 

The Union contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the Overtime Desired 
List (ODL) during 03-10. They state that the Excel ODL calculated .by Management included five (5) 
lines with a '0' as well as, 204b Pederson who worked virtually the entire quarter in the Twinbrook 
Station on Higher Level. While Management asserts the average hours were 97.69 hours, the actual 
average should be 116. They cite Non-Scheduled Day (NSD) opportunities were not granted equitably 
to the cited OOL employees, for example ODL Cao, with the same NSO rotation as ODL Powell was 
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giyen·six (6) opportunities to work his" NSD while OOL Powell was given zero (0); OOL employees. 
Jackson, Agboola and "Yang share the same NSO rotation, yet OOL Jackson worked one (1) NSD, 
and OOL Agboo/a was givenonly two (2) opportunities while OOL Wang worked six (6), They assert 
that Management's contention that the Union did not ~ake them aware that OOL Jackson was not 
eq~it~ble throughout the quarter ;s false, as they (Union) did inform them (Management) repeatedly 
dunng the quarter.that Agboola, Jackson and Powell were falling behind in equita~ility. They include a 
statement from the Shop Steward in support of this assertion. They provide numerous precedent Step 
B Decisions, Arbitration decisions, Formal Step A and. .Informal Step A Resolutions 'demonstrating 
Management's' continuing willful disregard for maintaining overtime equitability. They add that the 
Rockville .In~ta"ation has a mutual agreemen~ In~luded in the fil~, sta~ing that any employee wishillQ ' 
to be excused from overtime must sign a jOintly agreed upon form and only then, may those hourS be 
counted toward equitability. Management's assertion that OOL Jackson refused overtime during the 
quarter is false, as there is no record of him signing this form and they (Management) provide no 
documentation to sUbstantiate this claim. .' . 

~an~gem~nt contends that the 'ODL Jog' was met on weekly and signed off by the Union and they 
IdentIfied one (1) employee as being inequitable - W. Jackson. They state that on s.everal occasions, 
overtime was. offered to ODL Jackson, yet he would $ay that he couldn't do it because of his .hip 
replacement and he couldn't do any. walking overtime opportunities. .' 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation ·in this case, the Team finds. that 
Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance."The Team determined that the cited 
OOL employees were not afforded equitable overtime 'hours and opportunities during 03-10. Article 
8.S.C.2.b of the National Agreement reads: . 


.. 

B.S.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for overtime 
among those on the·Overtlme Desired' list. " 

... 

Equitable Distribution ofOvertime Opportunities: 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers. who wish to work 
overtim.e; nor is overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Arti.c1e 8.S.C.2 provides that for those 
carriers who sign the Overtime Desired Ust, overtime ·opporlunities" must be .distributed 'equitably' (Le., 
fairly)~ This ·does not mean that actual overtime hours worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator 
Bernstein ruled in H1N-5G~C-2988 (C-06364) that in determining Ilequitable' distribution of overtimeJ the 
number of hours of overtime as well as thenumb~rof opportunities for overtime must be considered. 
Overtime worked on aletter carrier's own route on aregularly scbeduled day is not counted or cons!c!ered in 
determining· whether overtime has been equitably. distributed. among cairiers on the list.. 'Miss!3<i 
oppprtunities for overtime (i.e. one OTDL carrier worked:lnste(j(j' bfanother) must be made up for with 
equitable distribution of overtime during the quarter u.nless the bypassed canter was not avaitable (i.9. the 

. canier was on leave or working overtime on hisAler own route on'a regUlarly scheduled day, etc.) 
~ 

The Team agrees that where there exists 'X' amount of hours to be distributed equitabiy amongst a 
specific number of OOL employees during the quarter, in application of the Article 8 provisions above, . 
each OOL should receive 'equitable distribution' of those 'total' hours. For example: Assume an office 
with ten (10) ODL employees Yforked a total' o{ .8DO~ hp.ul'$ of overtime during a given quarter. The 
provision above mandates each employee should be within ..an. equit?lble.(not equa~ rangedf those 
hours/opportunities offered. Application of. this provision is compelling that each ·OOL should be within 
a 'reasonable range' of the distribution oUhose 800 hours. Hence, each Carrier should fall reasonably 
.above or below the 80 hours range, each~ for e.quitabiiitY to occur. WhEm Management distributes 
overtime equitably, there should be no qccurrences of one .or two ODL employees comprising a bulk 
of the toted hours distributed, more so, w~er~ ~rnployees sh~re the same NSD ro~ation. 

The Team verified the OOL hours provided and determined the average to be 116 for Q3~10. The file 
also included a mutual settlement for employees wishing to be· excused from overtime. Management 
did not dispute,the existence of this form, nor did they provide any evideoce that ODL Jackson 
refused overtime opportunities. The remaining ODL houf$ tracked were undisputed by either party. 
Additionally, the' Team' verified the assertIons of the .Union and found that several OOL employees 
incurred significantly more overtime hours than their similarly situated counterparts, sharing the same 
NSO rotation. relative to NSO opportunities.. 



Since, equitable distribution does require an attempt at equality, the Team agrees that ODL 
employees, who fell Significantly below either, the average hours or opportunities, were denied 
equitable distribution of the available overtime in this !nstance. This IS wher~ the violation occurred. 

,The task then becomes that of. a~ appropriate ;emed~ and anomalies' such as Annual leave, Sick 
Leave etc., whic~, may impact equitabHity averages, must be taken into consideration, w~.en 
determining overtime opportunity availability. While the Team agrees that, normally, 'equalizing 
opportunities, in the next immediate 'quarter would be the appropriate remedy, 'because this is no 
longer a viable option, a compensatory remedy 'is in order. The National Agreement reads: ' 

~... 

Remedies: 
, Nationa.( Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled In NC-S-5426, Apn73, ,1979 (~3200) that the Postal Service must 
pay employees deprived of "nequitable opportu'nities" for the .overtime hours they did not work on/y'if 
management's failute to comply with its eontractuat'obligations under Article 8.5.C.2 shows lIawiliful ' 
disregard or defiance of the contractual provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate .or favorite 

."treatment to an e.f7JP/oyee or group of employees, or caused a sftuation in which the equalizing opporlunit¥ 
: could not be afforded within the next quarter. II In all other cases, Gamser held} the. proper remedy is to 
provi~e "an', equalizing opportunity in the 'next immediate quarter, or pav acompensatorY monetary award 11 
this is not done:.. • ' ' 

.. .. • I 

The team finds it approp'riate, based on the above, to compensate DOL employees Agboola, Jackson 
and -Powell, for being denied equitable overtime distribution. All payments granted are based on a 
median City Carrier hourly rat~ of $24.59, in effect at the commencement of Q3-10. 

Case File·lnventory: 
PS Form 8190 -- 1page , 
Union Contentions and Documentation - 14 pages 
OGL Tracking Sheet - 15 pages 
Mutual Extensions - 3 pages 
Informal Step A Posting ofHours Resolution - 1page , 
step B Decisions, Formal Step A and Informal Step AResolutions - 126 pages 
.Arbitration Decisions - 79 p~ges , 

Man!)gement Conterition$ - 2p~ges 


~. , , -~''''. *:" 
.. .: ' -". ~ . 

: H·~ld&.to.~ 
, " , , TonyaL. Detrick . 

NALC Step 8 Representative 

USPS GATS #: K06N-4K..C11232193 

'. , CC: Step APries ' 
District Labor Relations 
NaUonall;Ju~iness Agent 
Capital Metro LaborRelations 

~~=-_J..~911 
ohn H, Denton 

, ,USPS Step B Representative 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA 

NALCIUSPS STEP 8 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 

UNITEDSTLlTESd .-~.
POSTLJL SERVICE 
..----..----~.--.-.•....• ....__.•.. ...• ....... .. .....-....-......

CAPITAL METRO AREA 

NALC/USPS STEP B 


DISPUTE RESOLUTJQN TEAM 


DISTRICT' 
CAPITAL 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE 
JOHN H. DENTON 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE 
TONYA L. DETRICK 

_ _...._ _ _ _ 

STEP B DECISION 

'DECISION: 
USPS GATS #: 

GR1EVANT: 
BRANCH GRIEVANCE #: 

BRANCH: 
INSTALLATION: 

DELIVERY UNIT: 
STATE: 

INCIDENT DATE:. 
. INFORMAL STEP A rNITIAT~D: 

FORMAL STEP AMEETING: 
RECEIVED AT,STEP B; 

STEP B DECISION pATE: 
ISSUE CODE: 

NALC SU.BJECT CODE: 
ORIGINAl:. STEP B RECEIVE'D DATE: 

DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: 

RESOLVED 
K06N4K·C 11158000 
crass Actron 
54·,10-RW225 
3825 
'23-7887 

Rockville I Potomac 

Mary/and 

1010112010 

0211012011 
NlA 
0311612011 
04/0712011 
08.5400 
NlA 
N/A 
N/A 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles B.S.C.2.b and a.5.C.2.e of the National Agreement 
when they did not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter 3 of 2010, 
and if SO,. what is the appropriate remedy? . 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
documentation contained in the case file j the Team ha$ determined that Manag~ment did 
violate the National Agreement in this instance. The follqwing employees shall receive the 
respective lump sum payments as remedies for the violatior,1: 

W. Butler $700.82 Weavei·" .. , $147.54 

Graham $295.08 Weisner,' ;',' '$590.16 

The Step 8 Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking 
System (GATS) and a copy of this pay record is attached. No further action is required. No . 
other remedy is issued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 3 of 2010, eight (8) employees - W. 
Butler, Graham, Knott, Lauriente, Thompson, Weaver, Weisner cind Kim - were denied equitable 
distribution of overtime, falling below the average hours. 

The Union initiated this instant grievance, processed it timely, with mutual extensions 
through each step of the Dispute Resolution Process (DRP). No Formal Step A meeting 
was,'conducted and this case was received by the Capital Metro ORT on March 16, 2011. 

PO Box 617 
Merrifield VA 22116-0617 
(703)-207.8802 
FaX: (703)-207-3697 



The Union contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the 

employees on the Overtime Desired List (ODL) during Quarter 3-2010. They state that 

Management also failed to track the amount of ho'urs correctly. The Union manually 

calculated missing hours, incorrectly counted hours and determined the average hours for 


-tbfLq.uarter to _be_tZ9.,-~Iheya$_~~lLthJ~Ltb.~LfJff~~~...QJ~~_~BJP!QY~~§ wc?'f.~~~~.~~~s..~~~~any__·___ 
less hours than those they shared the Same non-scheduled day.' The Supervisor was - .. --.
updated weekly in an attempt to avoid a grievance. They provide eight (8) years worth of 
Formal Step A Resolutions, Step 8 Decisions and grievance settlements" finding similar 

viotations and establishing that Management willfully fails to make the overtime equitable in 

violation of the National Agreement. They advance that Management refused to meet at 

Formal Step A in spite of several extensions and,attempts to do so. 

Management did not meet at Formal Step A and provided no written contentions. 

After carefully reviewing aU the facts and documentation in this case, the Tearn finds that 

Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. The Team determined that 

four (4) of the eight (8) cited OOL employees were not afforded equitabJeovertime hours 

and opportunities during Quarter 3-2010. Article 8.5.C.2~b of the JCAM states: 


B.S.C.2.b During the quarter evety effort ,nil be made to distribute equitably the opportunities for 

overtime among those on the ·Overtime Desirecr list. 


Equltab,e Distribution ofOVertime Opportunities: 

Seniority does not govern the availability of oVBJtime work for those letter camers who wish to work 

overtime; nor is·overtime distributed on arotating basis. Rather, Micle B.5.C.2 provides that for those 

carriers who sign the Overtime Desited Ust overtime ·opporlunities" must be distributed "equitably' 

(i.e" fairly). This" does not, mean that actual overiime hours worked must be distributed equally. 

National Arbitrator Bemstein ruled in H1N-5G..Cw2988 (C-06364) that in determining Ifequitable" 

,distribution ofovertime, the number or-hours ofovertime as weI/as the number ofopportunities for 
.	overtime must be considered Overtime worked on a letter carrier's own ,route on a regularly 

scheduled day is not counted or considered in detetmining whether overtime has been equitably 

distribiJted among carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (i.e. one OIDL carrier worked 

instead of another) must be made up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarter 

unless the bypaSsed"carrier was not available (i.e. the carrier -was on leave or working overtime on 

hisAler own route on aregularly scheduled day, etc.) 


The Team finds, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken 
into consideration when determining whether or. not equitable distribution has occurred. 
While the Union cited only the average hours worked, 179, the Team used'the recOrds 
provided and determined that the actuat average overtime hours for Q3-10 to be"181. While 
this number varies slightly from that calculated by the Union, the Team finds it proper, when 
determining averages to exclude thos~ employees who removed themselves from the ODL 
during the Quarter (Union cited 46 employees, Team verified 3n. 
The average 'opportunities. offered' must also be addressed in order to determine 
equitability and the Team determined this· average to be 55. The Team concurs that 
consideration must also be given to the anomarres such as Annual Leave usage, Sick Leave 
usage an,d extended FMLA leave, which can significantly impact equitable distribution of 
overtime hours worked and opportunities offered. 

Since equitable does noimean equal, the Team agrees that those OOL employees who felf 
significantly below both the average ho~rs (181) and the average opportunities (55)l when 
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considering availability factors, we~e denied equitable distribution of the available overtime. 
The Team finds that OOL employees But/er, Graham, Weaver and Weisner fell berow both 
these averages. This is wher~ the violation occurred. 

In consideration ,of the average Hours and Opportunities, and weighing the anomalies cited 
---.-___	.JiIaW!bQl.lJvfSje~1.1Jn~o-.JJ..vlolati(!I1,_oJ__A.Jti~,!~__Qj~JQ~r.:t(tw.i!h.I~ard to ODL employees f(nott, Lauriente, 

Thompson and Kim. The following chart reflects the'Teamjs'fina'n~flhafthese-'ODCcjja-n--rot----' ,.",...-'". 
meet the criterion previously outlined: ' 

Name Hours Opps 
Knott 166 §!1 

Lauriente 188 54 

Thompson 137 58 
Kim 156 57 

The task then becomes that of determining an appropriate remedy, While the Team 'agrees 
that normally, 'equalizing opportunities in the next immediate quarter would be the 
appropr.iate remedy. Since this is no· longer a viable' option, a compensatory remedy, 
instead, is now appropriate. The National Agreement supports,this decision: 

Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard G~mser ruled in NC-S-5426, Apri{31 1979 (C-3200) that the Postal SelVice 
must pay employees deprived of -eqUitable opportunities- tOr the overtime hours they did not work only 
if management's failure to comply wif!J its contractual obligations under Article 8.S.C.2 shows -a willful 
disregard or defiance of the contractual provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite 

,	treatment to an·employee .or group of employees, or caused a situation In which the equalizing 
opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter." In all other cases, Gamser held, the 
proper f9fl?edy is to provide· -an ecjuaIizing opportunity in the .next immediate quarter, or p'y a 
compensatory monetary awardIf this ;s not done••• II . 

This contractually afforded remedy has been granted in this instance. All payments are 
based on a median City Carrier Hourly rate of $24.59, in effect ~t the commencement of 
03-10. This joint determination is outlined in the DECISION above. 
Case Rle Inventory: 
PS Form 8190 - 1 page 	 Exhibit f - 5 pages 
Union Contentions:.... 3 pages . Exhibit G - 6 pages 
Table ofContents - 1 page 	 Exhibit H- 6 pages 
Exhibit B - 14 pages 	 Exhibit 1- 122 p8ges 
Exhib;t C - 5 pages 	 Exhibit J - 38 pages 
Exhibit D - 6 pages 	 Exhibit K - 9 pages 
Exhibit E- 4 pages 	 Exhibit L - 8 pages 

(1Jrnup~ 1-'1-1/ 
'John H. Denton 

NALe Step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: 'K06N..4K·C 11158000 

cc: Step AParties 
• 	 DistrIct Labor Relations 

National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA 

NALC/uSPS STEP B 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 

d UNITEDSTIiTES 
POST.dL SERVICE 

STEP a-DECISION 

CAPITAL METRO AREA DECISION; RESOLVED 
.NALCIUSPS STEP B USPS GATS #:. K06N-4K..C 11157995 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM GRIEVANT: crass Action 
BRANCH GRIEVANCE; #: 54·11~RW009 

. BRANCH: 3825 
INSTALlATION: 23-7887 

DISTRICT . DELIVERY UNfT: Rockville I Potomac 
CAPITAL STATE: Maryland 

rNCIPENT DAT~: 01/0812011 
INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 0211012011 

FORMAL STEP A MEETING: N/A 
USPS REPRESENTATIVE RECEIVED AT STEP B: 03/151201·1 

.JOHNH.. DENTON STEP B DECISION DATE: 0410112011 
rSSUE CODE: 08.5400 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE NALC SUBJECT CODE: N/A 
TONYA L DETRICK ORIGrNAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: N/A 

DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: NlA 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles a.S.C.2.b and S.S.C.2.c of the National Agreement 
when they did not distribute the overtime in an equitable manner during Quarter·4 of 2010, 
and if so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
documentation contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did 
violate the National Agreement in this instance. The following employees shall receive the 
respective lump sum ~payments as remedies 'for the violation: 

Abdullah $516.39 ·Serga· $442.62 

Bonnett $405.74 Welch $221.31 

The Step 8 Team has processed the pay adjustments in the Grievance Arbitration Tracking . 
System (GATS)~ No further action is required. N~ other remedy is is.sued. 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that in Quarter 4 of 2010, nine (9) employees -
Abdullah, Bonnett, Diep, Graham, Guevera, Knott, Serga, Weaver aizd Welch - were denied 
equitable distribution of overtime, falling below the average hours. 

.The Union initiated this instant' grievance, processed it timely, with mutual extensions 
through each step of the Dispute Resolution Process (DRP). No Formal Step A meeting 
was conducted and this case was received by the Capi.tal Metro ORT on March 15, 2011. 
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The Union contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the 

empfoyees on the Overtime Desired List (OOL) during Quarter 4-2010. They state that 

Management also failed to track the amount of hours correctly. The Union manually 


. c!3'culated missing hours, incorrectly counted hours and determined the average hours for 

the quarter to be 186.42. They assert that the affected ODL employees worked substantially . 


ies-s-hoornhan-ihose-1heY"'shared-,the'-same'non-scheduled-,day;,.. The,,·Superv;sor-,-WBS--_._, .. , 
updated weekly in an attempt to avoid' a grievance. They provide eight (8) years worth of 
ForrTJal Step A Resolutions, Step B Decisions 'and grievance settlements finding similar 
violations and establishing that Management willfully fails to make the overtime equitable in 
violation of the, National Agreement. They advance that Management refused to meet at 
Formal Step A in spite of several extensions- and attempts to do so. 

Management did not meet at Formal Step A and provided no written contentions. 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that 

Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. The Team determined that 

four (4). of the nine (9) cited OOl employees were not afforded equitable overtime hours 

and opportunities during Quarter 3-2009. Article 8:5.C.~.b of the JCAM states: 


B.S.C.2.b During the quarter every effort Wl71 be made. to distribute equitably the opportunities for 

overtime among those on the ·Overtime Desired" list. 


Equitable.Distribution ofOvertime Opportunities: 

Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish to work 

overtime; nor is overtime distributed .on a rotating basis. Rather, Article 8.5. C.2 provides that for those 

carriers who sign the Overtime Desired List, overtime ·opportunities" must be distributed -equitably" 

(i.e.~ fairly): This does not mean that actual overtime hours worked must bEL distributed equally. 

National Arbitrator Bernstein ruled in H1 N~5G-C~2988 {(;'()6364) that in determining -equitable" 

distribution ofovertime, the number ofhours ofovertime as well as the number ofopportunities for 

overtimf" must be considered. Overtime worked ofJ a letter carner's ·own route on a regularly 

scheduled day is not·counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably 

distributed among carriers on the list. Missed oppoitunities foroverlime (i.e. one OrDL carrier worked 

instead of another) must be made up for with equitable distribution of overtime during the quarter 

unless the bypassed carrier was not available (i.e. the camer was on leave or working overtime on 

his/herown route ~n a199ularly scheduled day, etc.) . 


The Team finds, based on this provision, overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be taken 

into consideration when determi'ning whether or not equitable distribution' has occurred. 

While the' Union cited only the average hour~ worked, 186.42, the Team used the records 

provided and determined that the actual average overtime hours for Q4-10 was 1,82.89. 

While this number varies slightly from that calculated by the Union, the Team finds it 

improper to exclude ODL Walker from the equitability calculations based solely on t~e fact 

that this employee used excessive sick leave. Absent in~ication that this employee removed 

their name from the .ODL, they retain their OOL status and are eligible for a'ny overtime 

availability, at any point, upon return to .work. The corrected average includes the hours 

worked by this OOL employee. . 


The average 'opportunities offered' must also be addressed in order to determine 

equitability and the Team determined this average to be 58. The Team concurs that 

consideration must also be given to the anomalies such as Annual Leave ,usage, Sick leave 

usage and extended FMLA leave, which can Significantly impact equitable distribution of 


, overtime hours worked and opportunities offered. 
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Since equitable does not mean equal, the Team agrees that those Oo"l employees who fell 
significantly below both the average hours (182.89) and the average opportunities (58), 
when considering availability factors, were denied equitable distribution of the available 
overtime. The Team finds· thatODL employees Abdullah, Bonnett Serga and Welch fell 
below both these averages. This is where the violation occurred. . 

~-""~-~-----'-.-"~""'- - -~ ~~------ _._-----.... .., ... 

The Team did not find a violation relative to OOL Diep due to the anomafies cited above, nor 
was a violation of Article B demonstrated,. with regard to ODl employees Graham, Knott, 
Weaver and Guevera. The following chart reflects the Teams finding that they did not meet 
the criterion outlined above: . 

Name Hours Opps 

Graham 158.50 59 

. Knott 170.50 59 
. Weaver 171.25 58 

Guevara 183.75' 60 

The task then becomes that of determining. an appropriate remedy.. While the Team agrees 
that normally, 'equalizing opportunities in the next immediate quarter' would be the 
appropriate remedy. Since this is no longer a viable option, a compensatory remedy, 
instead J is now appropriate. The National Agre~ment supports this decision: 

Remedies: 
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-5426, April 3, 1979 (C·3200) that the Postal Service 
must pay employees deprived of -equitable opportunities· for the overtime hours they did not work only 
if management's failure to comply with its contractual obligations unde(Article 8.5.C.2 shows /fa willful 
disregard or defiance of the cQntractual provision, a:def'Jberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite 
treatment to an employee or group' of employees, or caused, situation in which the equalizing 
opportunity could not be afforded within the next quarter. II In all other cases, Gamser he/ct the 
proper remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, or pay a 
compensatory monetary award"thIs Is not done••• " 

This contractually· afforded remedy has been granted in this instance. All payments are . 
based on a median' City Carrier Hourly rate of $24.59, in effect at the commencement of 
Q4-10. This joint determination is outlined in the DECISION above. 

. . 
Case File Inventory: .. 
PS Fonn 8190 -1 page '. ~Exhibit F - 5 pages 
Union Contentjons  3 pages exhibit G - 5 pages 
Table of Contents -1 page Exhibit H -122 pages' 
Exhibit B - 14 pages Exhibit 1-37 pages 
EXhibit.C - 5 pages . ExhibIt J - 7 pages 
Exhibit 0 - 5 pages 
Exhibit E- 4 pages 

~4~ 'I-/-if 
. Tanya L. Detrick 

NALC Step 8 Representative 

exhibit ~ - 4 pages 

t.(~/-11 

John H. Denton 
USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 11157995 

cc: Step AParties 
District Labor Relations 
NaHansl Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 

PO Box 811 3 
Menifield VA 22116-0611 
(703)-201-6802 
Fax: (703)-207-3697 



CAPITAL METRO AREA 

NALCIUSPS STEP B 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 

iii UNITEDSTI.lTES 
POSTJ1L SERVICE 

CAPITAL METRO AREA 


NALC/USPS STEP B 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


DJSTRICTS 
SAL Till/fORE 


CAPITAL 


NORTHERN VIRGINIA 


USPS REPRESENTATIVE 

LEOPOLD A. POTSIADLQ 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE 
TONYA L DETRICK 

STEP B DECISION 

DECISION: RESOLVED 
USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 10019671 

GRIEVANT: Markley. T. 
wBRANCH GRJEVANCE #: 53-2D09 MSS1 

BRANCH: 3825 

INSTALLATION: 23-7888 

DELIVERY UNIT: RockvillelTwinbrook 

STATE: Maryland 
INCIDENT DATE: 10/01/2009 
INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: 10/10/2009 

FORMAl STEP A MEETING: 11/0312009 

RECEIVEOATSTEPB: 11/1212009 
STEP B' DECISION DATE: 11/2412009 

ISSUE CODE: 08.5400 

ISSUE: Did Management violate Articles B.S.C.2. of the National Agreement when they did 
not distribute overtime to the Grievant in an equitable manner during Quarter 3 of 2009, and 
if so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The- Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 
documentation contained in the case file. the Team has determined that Management did 
violate the National Agreement in this instance. The following employee shall receive the 
respective lump sum payment as a remedy for the violation: 

IMarkley I$469.76 I 
The Step B Team made the pay adjustment in GATS. No further action is required. No 
other remedy is issu~d~ 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleged that in Quarter 3 of 2009, the Grievant worked less than 
the office Overtime Desired List (OTOl) average of 75.18 overtime hours. (2405.94 hours 
divided by 32 employees equals 75.18 hours) The documentation provided in the case file, 
the Overtime Desired Tracking Sheet, shows that the Grievant had 62.00 overtime hours. 
There was no document included in the case file to show what the actual "overtime 
opportunities" were for the office or for the Grievant. 

The Union filed this instant dispute, advanced it through the Dispute Resolution Process 
(DRP). with mutuany agreed-to extensions, where it was received by the Cap/Metro Step B 

- Team on November 12, ~OOg. 
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The Union contends that Management did not equitably distribute overtime to the Grievant 
who was on the Overtime Desired list (COL) during Quarter 3-2009. The Union provided 
documentation to show that the average of overtime hours for the office was 75.18, and that 
the Grievant worked only 62.00 hours. The Union requested that the Grievant be 
compensated up to the office overtime average of 75 hours. The Team has determined this 
amount to be 13 hours. 

Management contends that the Union's failure to mention, in their last joint meeting, that 
the Grievant would be "short of the average overtime for the quarter", did not allow 
Management to assignment additional overtime opportunities to the Grievant. 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds that 
Management did violate the National Agreement in this instance. The Team determined that 
the Grievant was· not afforded equitable overtime hours and opportunities during Quarier3
2009. Article 8.S.G.2.b of the JCAM states: 

8.S.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be mode to distribute equitably the 

opportunities for overtime among those on t~e "Overtime Desired" list. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime Opportunities: . 
Seniority does not govern the availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish 
to work overtime; nor is overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Article 8.5.C.2 

provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime Desired List, overtime "opportunities" 
must be distributed "equitably" (Le., fairly). This does notmean that actual overtime hours 
worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator 8ern5~e;n ruled in HIN-5G-C

2988 (C-06364) that in determining "equitable" distribution of overtime, the 

number of hours of overtime as well as the number of opportunities for overtime 

must be considered. Overtime worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularlv 
scheduled day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been 
equitably distributed among carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (Le. one 
OTOL carrier worked instead of another) must be made upfor with equitable distribution of 
overtime during the quarter unless the bypassed carrier was not available (i.e. the carrier 
was on leave or working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly scheduled day, etc.) 

The Team finds that, based on this provision. overtime 'hours and opportunities' must be 
taken into consideration when determining whether or not equitable distribution has 
occurred. While the Union only compared the overtime hours worked by the Grievant to the 
average office overtime hours, no actual comparison was made of the Grjeva~t's overtime 
"opportunities" to the average office "opportunities". Since Management did not argue that 
the Grievant's overtime "opportunities" showed that the Grievant did receive an "equitable" 
distribution of overtime "opportunities" as required above, the Team now agrees that this 
grievance will be decided based only the total overtime hours worked. The· claim of local 
Management that the Union's failure to inform Management that the Grievant was low on 
overtime compared to other carriers on the OTOL was responsible for the Grievant not 
being made "equitable" at the end of the quarter, is not acceptable. The Team agrees that it 
was ultimately Management's responsibility to assign oyertime· hours and opportunities and 
that they failed to do so in this instance. The documentation clearly shows that the Grievant 
worked fewer overtime hours than the office average and therefore will be compensated, in 
a fashion to be decided, for that difference as an appropriate rem~dy for this grievance. 

The task now becomes that of determining an appropriate remedy. While the Team agrees 
that normally, 4equa/izing opportunities in the next immediate quarter. would be the 
appropriate remedy, this is no longer a viable option. That decision is contractually 
supported by the following: 

PO Box517 2 
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The JCAM discussion of remedies for this violation is as follows: 

Remedies; 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-S426, April 3, 1979 ((-3200) that the Postal 


. Service must pay employees deprived of "equitable opportunities" for the overtime hours 
they did not work only if management's failure to comply with its contractual obligations 
under Article 8.5.C.2 shows "a willful disregard or defiance of the contractual proviSion, a 
deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of 

employees, or caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not be 
afforded within the next quarter." In al/ other cases, Gamser held, the proper 
remedy is to provide "an equalizing opportunity in the next immediate quarter, Q[ 

pay a compensatory monetary award if this is not done ... " 

Considering the documented history included in the case file of previous similar "equitability" 
violations in the installation and based on the facts and evidence in this case, the Team 
de1ermined that affording make-:-up opportunities in the next quarter would be both 
inappropriate and impractical, and agrees that a compensatory remedy will be granted 
instead. 

Case File Inventory: 

PS Form 8190-1 page 
Management's Contentions-1 page 
DOIS Overtime Worksheet 
Union's Contentions and Documentation-10 pages 

Leopold A. Potsiadlo 
\. -~~ 1/-;}l/-{)9 
-.;so Tanya L Detrick 

NALC Step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K06N4K-C 10019671 

CC: Step A Parties 
District- Labor Relations 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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CAPITAL MET~A~EA 
NALCIUSPS STEP B 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


iii UNITEDSTIJ.TES 
POSTIlL SERVICE 

STEP B DECISION 

CAPITAL METRO AREA DECISION: RESOLVED . , 

NALC/USPS STEP 8 	 l)SPS GATS #: KOSN-4K-C 09111664 

GRIEVANT: Singh, A. 
BRANCH GRIEVANCE #; 52-2009-MC5 

DISTRICTS BRANCH: 3825 
BALTIMORE' ·INSTALLATION: 23-7889 

CAPITAL DELIVERY UNIT: RockYillelPike Station 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA STATE~ Maryland 

'INCIDENT DATE: 11212009' 
USPS REP,RESENTATIVE INFORMAL STEP AINITIATED: ,1116/2009. . 
LEOPOLDA. POTSIADLO FORMAL STEP A MEETING: 21212009 

RECEIVED AT STEPB: 02117/2009 
NAlC REPRESENTATIVE STEP B DECISION DATE: 02119/2009 

ANNErrEL. TA YLOR ISSUE CODE: 8.5400 ' 

.' 
" 

ISSUE~ Did Management yiolate Article'8.5.C.2.b of'the ~ational Agreement, when during 
Quarter ~-2D08, .they failed to make equitable the ,overtime hours for the Overtime Desired 
List (ODL) employees, and i~ so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

, DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team ,has RESOUfED this grievance. Based on the 
doCumentation .contained in the case file, Management did violate the Nation.al Agreement 
in this' instance. Th~ Grievant wiD be paid, 25.52 hours at the regular overtime rate. The 
Team ,has determined,the amount to be $922.17. The Step BTeam made the pay 
adjustment at the time of the decis;on~ No further action, is required. No other remedy is 
gran·ted.' . 	 . < 	 ' 

EXPLANATION: The Union alleges that during Quarter 4 2008, the, Grievant, an ·ODL 
carrier, was not properly, provided. with, equitable .overtime., hoursLopportuoitiesand that 
Management did not mak~ every effort to '~istr;~ute the overti~e equitably. 

The Union determined the average time WQrked by all the OOL carriers, during" Quarter 4
2008 to be 89.064 hours which meant the Grievant worked 26.824 ho'urs fewer than the 
average qOL carrier during the Quarter. Tbe Union'contends that even though the Grievant 

, did have leave during the, Quarter, other OOLs also took leave during the Quarter and 
. Management had many opportunities to make" the Grievant's overtime hours equitable. 'The 

Union states t~at n,eithe(t~e. Union nor,the Grievant claimed that affording the'Gri~vant an 

PO BoxB76 ' 

Laurel MD 20725--0876 , , .
" 
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o~ertime opportunity on his' designated holiday or even a non-scheduled day on a 
designated holiday would' serve Management's' responsibility to make' the' Grievant 
equitable. The Union states that overtime equability is an ongoing issue at the Rockville 
installation and provi,des several Formal A resolution and Step B decisions for this 
installation. The Union further contends that Management had committed to meet with the 
Union one month prior to the end of the quarter to deterniine any issues with equitability but 
had' failed to do so and that the Shop Steward was not given a copy of the' overtime-tracking 
sheet every week during the quarter as Managemelilt suggests.' .' 

Management states that the Union's average of 89.06 hours is' flawed because the.Union 
included· hours' wor~ed by carriers who dropped .off the Ust and' hours worked by ODLs on 
their days 'off for their designated holidays.. Managemenf contends that the Grievant took 
eighteen days of leave during the Quarter providing Man'agement with fewer opportunities to 
work the Grievant during the Quarter. Management further contends that the overtime 
tracking was reviewed weekly by both the Union and Management during Quarter 4-2008 
and that concerns about equitably could have beery raised b~fore the end of the Quarter. 

After carefully reviewing alf the facts and documentation in the case file, the.Team finds that 
,Management did violate Article 8.5.C.2.b in this instance. The Team determined that 
Management had several opportunities to work the Grievant du~ng the quarter to mak~ him 
equitable. In order to re~ain consistent with previous decisions, the Team subtracted the 
hours worked by the three OOL carriers who droppeQ off the, list and the eighty hours' 
worked by the t,en OOL. carriers, on their day" off ,on the designated holiday from the total 
number of overtime hours worked by the original forty-one OOL carriers. The Team then, 
divided this nu~ber by the. thirty-eight carriers remaining on the list. The Team now 
determined that the OOLs in Quarter 4-2008 worked an average of 87.76 hours, Which 
meant that the Grievant,who worked 62.24 hours, was 25.52 hours under the average for. 
this quarter. Since there' is a documented history of previous d~cisions regarding 
Management's fa.ilure to equitably distribute overtime/opportunities for this instarratio", the 
T~,am agrees that the' payment of 'overtime to the Grievant is· the appropriate remedy in this 
case 'for the Article 8 violation.' ' ' , . 

Case File Inventory:, 

PS Form 8190 , 
Union Documents - 180 Pages 

Management Documents - 32 Pages 

L 'pold A. Pots'iadlo 
USPS Step B Representative 

'USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 09111664 

cc: Step A Parties 

District L~bor Relations 
 • I 

National Business Agent 

Capital Metro Labor Relatiol;ls 


I ~" 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA 

NALCIUSPS STEP B 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION TEAM 


jjj;!!jf UNITEDSTATES
S POSTAL SERVICE 

STEP B DECISION 

GAPITAL AfETRO AREA DECISION: RESOLVED' 

NALC/uSPS STEP B USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 08258096 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION GRIEVANT: Butler, W. 

TEAM' BRANCHGRIEV ANCE #: 54-08-LGI8 


BRANCH: 3815 
DISTRICTS INSTALLATION: 23-7887 
CA'PITAL" DELIVERYUNIT: RockvilleIPotomac 
BALTIMORE STATE: Maryland 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA DATE STEP AIMTIATED: 512312008 

STEP A MEETING DATE: 612612008 
DATE RECEIVED ATSTEPB: 7;712008 ", 
STEP B DECISIONDATE: 812612008 
ISSUE CODE: 08.5400, 

ISSUE: 
Did Management violate Article 8.5.C2.h the National Agreement when they did 

not distribute the overtime to the Grievant in an equitahle manner during Quarter 4 of 
2007 and ifso, what is the appropriate remedy? ' 

DECISION: 
The Dispute Resolution Team has' RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the 

documentation contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management did 
violate Article a.5.. C.l.h during Quarter 4 0/2007. The Grievant will be paid the following 
lump sum· hased on the regular rate oj overtime pay as compensation for the violation: 
$985.00. The Step,B Team processed the pay adjustment on the date ofthis settlement No 
further action required. No other remedjissued. 

EXPLANATION: 
The Grievant, an Overtime Desired List (ODL) employee worked the following 

overtime hours during Quarter ,4 of2007: 82.66 hours. ThefJ/fice average ODL overtime 
was, '!S supported by the overtime worksheet was: 111.21 hours. 

The Union contends ~hat the Grievant's listed total, 108.69 overtime hours for 
Quarter" oj 2007, was incorrectly calc.ulated and should reflect that he worked 81.66" 
hours ofovertime. They. also contend that th!! offICe average; when disaUowing employees , 
who were off on illnesslinjury actually calculates to 117.33. The Union further claimed 
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that the total: quarterly overtime, for two (2) oj the O[)L employees in the, office, who 
shared the Grievant's same day off, W(,s'substantially higher than the Grievant. These 
carriers worked 17$.99 and 204.25 hours respectively. The, Union requested that the 

, Grievant be compensated 41.01 hours 0/ regular overtime pay as restitution for Ute 
overtime opportunities and hours missed in Quarter 4 of2007. Finally the Union claimed 
that the history ofprior settlements demonstrates that local Management has willfully 
violated the contract and previous setBements by not posting th'e equitability list daily so 
that it can be monitored for accuracy. 

Management contends t~at the National Agreement was not violated during 
Quarter 4 0/2007. They further pointed out that Article 8.S.C2 states the "opportunities" 
Ittust be distributed Uequitably", which does not mean tltat the actual overtime hours 
worked !nasi be distributed equal(v. The Grievant, they,claime~ worked a total of133.97 
hours of overtime for the Quarter, well beyond the 111.21 office average. They also 
contend that they do in fact post the equitability sheet in the offICe, however itii was 
continually being removedfrom the agreed upon location by unknown parties" and ,that this 
has resulted in, inconsistent posting. Theyjurther contend that the Grievant "is not entitled 
to be compensated because according to his clock rings his overtime worked surpassed the 

average office totals ofQuarter IV2007". ' 


After carefully reviewing aU the facts and documentation in this case, the Team 
finds that Management did violate the National Agreement this instance. The Team jinds , 
that the Grievant was not afforded equitable overtime hours and opportunities during the 
Quarter 4 of 2007 and further agrees that Management did have the contractual 
obligation to ensure the equitable distribution ofovertime hours, as well as opportunities 
in the Quarter. This was not done. 

Article B.S.C.2.b ofthe National Agreemen~found on page B-I0 and 11 o/the JCAM 
states: 

5.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be 'made to distribute equitably the 
opportunities for overtime among those on the "Overtime pesired" list. 

Equitable DistributIon of OvertIme Opportunities. Seniority does not govern the 
availability of overtime work for those letter carriers who wish to work overtime. Nor is 
overtime distributed on a rotating basis", Rather, Article 8.S.C.2 provides that for those 
carriers who sign the Overtime Desired list, overtime Uopportunities" must be 
distributed flequftobly~f (i.e., fairly). This'does not mean that actual overtime hours 
worked must be distributed equally. National Arbitrator Bemstein ruled in H 1 N-SG-C
2988lC-06364} that in determining "equitable" distribution of overtime, the number of 
hours of overtime as welf as the number of opportunities for overtime must be 
considered. Overtime worked ona letter carrIer's own route on a regularly scheduled 
day is not counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably 
distributed among carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (Le. one orDL 
carrier worked instead of another) must be made up for with equitable distribution of 
overtime during the quarter unless the bypassed carrier was not available (Le. the 
carrier was on leave or working overtime on his/her own route on a regularly 
scheduled day, etc.) 
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While Manag'!ment contended that the Grievant worked a total of133.97 hours 
during Quarter IV 2007, this number includes hours worked on his own assignment. 
Based on the following, hours worked hy an ODL employee, on their own assignment, are 
not to he included in this calculation: 

Not Counted Toward "Equifability. If Article B.S.C.2.d provides that "recourse to the Overtime 
Desired List is not necessary in the case of a letter carrier working on the employee IS own route 
on one of the employee's regularly scheduled days." As a consequence, overtime accrued by 
a' carrier working on the carrier's own route on a regularly scheduled day is not considered or, 
counted in determining whether overtime has been "equitably" distributed among carriers on 
the list. Additionally, overtime not worked because a carrier is working overtime on'his/her own 
route on a regularly scheduled day;s not considered an "opportunity missed" and is not made 
up to maintain equitability. This is because the carrier was not available to work th~ overtime. 
This situation is controlled by the pre-arbitration seHlemenf of HBN~5D-C 18624, July I, 1982 IM
00J35), which stafes in relevant pad: 

1) Overtime worked by a letter carner on the employee's own route on one of the 
employee's regularly scheduled days is not counted a's an overtime opportunity for 
the purposes of administration of the Overtime Desired list. 
2) Overtime that is concurrent with {occurs during the same time as} overtime worked 
by a letter carrier on the employee's own route on one of the employee's regularly 
scheduled days is not counted as anI/opportunity missed" for the purposes of 
administration of the Overtime Desired list. 

The case file supported that previous settlements at the Formal Step A level, for this same 
Quarter were agreed upon by the local parties. These settlements indicated that the office 
average,' as determined by the IOvertime Worksheet'is corredly reflected as 111.21. The 
Team, concurs that it would be impl:oper to ext::lude employees temporarily awayfrom, work 
due to illness or injury from the totalODL average. Their absences would not affect the 
available hours for distribution, only their opportunities, plus, these employees retain thefr 
status on the ODL upon return to work. Furthermore, the Team finds that the,Grievant's 
actual hours worked should have been reflected as 82.66 and, hased on the determinatiOn 
that the 111.21 average is correct, is compelled to find that the Grievant fell below this 
average by 28.55 hours. Thus, the Grievant should he compensatedfor thiJse ,hours at the 
regular overtime rate. 

FinaUy the Team does accept the position ofth'e Union that providing additional 
opportunities in the next quarter (Gamser NC-S-5426 dated Ap~i13, 1979), is not the 
proper resolution ofthis grievance. . 

Remedies: 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-S426, April 3, 1979 (C-3200) that the 
Postal Service must pay employees' deprived of lIequitable opportunities" for the 
overtime hours they did not work only if management's failure to comply with its 
contractual obligations under Article B.5.C.~ shows 110 willful disregard or defiance of 
the contractual provision, a deliberate attempt to grant disparate or favorite treatment 
to an employee or group of employees, or cgused a situation In which the eQualizing 

, opportunity could not be afforded wjthin the next quarter." In all other cases, Gamser 
held, the proper remedy is to provide nan equarlZing opportunity In the next immediate 
quarter, or pay a compensatory monetary award If this is not done ... 1t 
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The Team concurs that since it is not possihle, in this instance, to offer "on 
equalizing opportunity" in the next Quarter, as discussed ahove, as the. Quarter in dispute 
was Quarter 1/ 2007, and this grievance was resolved by the Capital Metro Step B Team in 
Quarter 3 200B.ln view o/the documented history o/previous Step B Article-B resolutions 
finding "equitability" violations in the installation,.a monetary award is now proper in this 
case. 

Therefore, the Team finds it wholly appropriat~, in this instance, to render the 
above stated decision. 

Case File Inventory: 

PS Form 8190-1 page 

Union's Case File- 311 pages 

Management's Case File- 59 pages 


t~~8Wbf)8 ~f-L~~'f 
Ton . L. Detrick . L 7nH.DentQn 

NALC step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 


usps GATS#: K06N-4K-C OB258096 

CC;: Step A Parties 

District Labor Relations 

National Business Agent 

Capital Metro Labl!r Relations 
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CAPITAL METRO AREA DECISION: RESOLVED 
NALCIUSPS STEP B USPS GATS #: K06N-4K-C 08158441 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION GRlEVANT: Patterson, M. 
.TEAM BRANCH GRlEVANCE #:52-08-SMS8 

BRANCH: 3825 
DISTRICTS INSTALLATION: 23-7889 
CAPITAL DELIVERYUNIT: RockvillelPike 
BALTIMORE STATE: Maryland 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA DATESTEP A lNIT/A.TED: 212312008 

STEPA MEETING DATE: 312012.008 
DATE RECEIVED ATSTEP B: 312812008 
STEP B DECISION DATE: 4nl1008 
ISSUE CODE: 08.5400 

ISSUE: 
. Did Management violate Arlicle B•.S.C-l.b the National Agreement when they did 

not distribute the overtime to. the Grievant in an t!quitable manner during Quarter 4 0/ 
20f)Tand ifso, what is the appropruueremedy? 

DECISION: 
The DiSpute Resolution 'Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the' 

documentation contained in the case file,. the TeOJlt has determined that Manaiementdid 
violate Article 8.S.C.2.b during Quarter 4 0/2007. The Grievant will be paid the follow:ng 
lump sum based on the regult1;r· rate of overtime pay as compensation for the violation: 
$1622.00. The Step·B Team processed the pay adjustment on the date o/this settlement. 
No further action required. No other remedy issued. 
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EXPLANATION: 

The Grievant, an Overtime Desired List (ODL) employee worked the following 

overtime hours during Quarter 4 of2007: 45 hours. The office average ODL overtime was, 
as determined by the Union and Management, 92 hours. The TACS reports show that the 
Grievant was offwork on Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) (fACS code 5699) protected 

. sick leave on twenty (20) occasions during Quarter./. of2007. 

During Quarter 4 of2007, the Union alleged th~tManagementfailed to provide tlte . 
Grievant with an equitable number 'of oveitime :hours comparable to the average ODL 
carriers with the same day offon the overtime list for ihe Quarter. Management alleged 
that Article 8.S.C.2 ofthe National Agreement does not require that actual overtime hours 
be distributed equally but that i'opportunities" must be distributed "equitably". 

The Union contends that the Grievant's listed tota~ (45) overtime hours for 
Quarter 4 of2007, was considerably lower than the average overtime total (9~) overtime 

, hours worked by all the ODL employees in the unit. The Union further claimed that the 
. total quarterly overtime, for the seven (7) ODL employees in the offICe, who shared tlte 

Grievant's same day off, was substantiaDy higber than the Grievant These ca"iers 
worked 114, 111, 110, '109,108,1.07, and 104 hours each (average 109) compared to tlte 
Grievant's 45 hours. Also the Grievant claimed that even though he was offfor rehab for a 
few hours in the afternoon two days each week, he still was available to work his non
scheduled day but was rarely used. The Union requested that the Grievant be compensated 

, 64 liours ofregulllr overtime pay (109-4S~4) as restitution for the overtime opportunities 
missed in Quarter 4 of 2007, based on the average, .overtime worked by the seven ODL, 
carriers who shared the Grievant's same non-scheduled day. Finally the Union claimed 
that the history ofprior settlements demonstrates that local Management, over the past six 
(6) years, has willfully violated the contract and providing additional "equitability" 
opportunities, in the next Quarter, a preferred settlement according to the JCAM, is 
inappropriate and a monetary remedy is juStifzed. 

Management contends that the. National Agreement was not violated during 
Quarter 4 of2007. They further pointed out that Arlicle 8.5.C.2 states the "opportunities" 
milst be distributed liequjtably", which does not mean that the actual overtime hours 
worked must be distributed equally. The Grievant, they claimed, was having health issues 
that did not permit him to fully carry out all aspects ofII. Letter Carrier's duties efficiently 
and thal he Used FMLA protected leave to attend physical therapy at least twice a week 
during the' Quarter. This equated to 56 overtime' opportunities where the Grkvant could 
have worked overtime but did not, reducing the total ODL .over:Ume hours worked by the 
Grievantfor the Quarter signiflCantiy under the offrce overtime average. 

After carefully reviewing all the facts and'documentation in this case, the 7eam ' 
, finds that Management did violate the National Agreement this instance. The Team/mtls 

that the Grievant was not afforded equitable overtime hours and opportunities during the 
Quarter 4 of 2007' and f1!-rther agrees that Management did have the contractual 
obligation to ensure the equitable distrihution of overtime hours, as well as opportunities 
in the Quarter. This was not done. 
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Article 8.5.C.~.h ofthe National Agreementfound on page 8-10 and 11 of the JCAM 
states: . 

5.C.2.b During the quarter every effort will be made to distribute equitably the 
opportunities for overtime among those on the lIov~rtjme D.esired" Jist. 

Equitable Distribution of Overtime. Opportunities. Seniority does not govem the 
. availability of . overtime wort: for those letter carriers who wish to wort 
overtime. Nor is overtime distributed on a rotating basis. Rather, Article 8.S.C.2 
provides that for those carriers who sign the Overtime Desired list, overtime 

, lIopportunities" must be ~;stributed "equitably" (Le.. fairly). This does not mean 
that actual overtime hours worked must be distributed equally. National 
Arbitrator Bernstein ruled' in Hl N-5G-C-2988 {C-063641 that in determining 
"equitable" distribution of overtime, the number of hours of overtime as well 
as the number of opportunities .for overtime mLis.t be considered. Overtime 
worked on a letter carrier's own route on a regularly scheduled day is not' 
counted or considered in determining whether overtime has been equitably 
distributed among carriers on the list. Missed opportunities for overtime (i.e. 
one OrDL carrier worked instead of another) must be made Vp for with 
equitable distribution of overtime during the quarter unless the bypassed 
carrier was not available (i.e. the carner was on leave or working overtime 'on 
his{her own route on a regularly :sche~uled day, etc.) 

A review of the case fde shows that the Grievant did have a medical condition that 

required him to he off on FMLA/SL' numerous times during the Quarter. While this 

ahsence from work did negatively affect his· availability to work ODL overtime on some 

regularly scheduled days .during the Quarter, it did not show, the Team agrees, nor did any 

Management provided documentation support, that the Grievant was not able to work 

overtime on his non-scheduled day. Loc(!.l Management had the contractual ohligation to 

make certain that the Grievant's overtime ~'opportu:nities" were equitable and could have 

done so by working the Grievant on his non-scheduled days during the Quarter. Since 

Management was aware ofthe impact ofthe Grievant's therapy sessions on their abiliIJ to 

provide overtime opportunities to the Grievant on some ofhis regularly scheduled days, 

. they should have worked him overtime on his days'offinan effort to maintain the required 
equqability during the Quarter. The, evidence in the case [de shows that the Grievant 
worked (ar (ewer non-scheduled days than the seven other ODL employees. This is 
indicative to the Team that work was availahle on those days afld could have heen provided 
to the Grievant instead. 

The Team, however, does n~tagree with the requested remedy o/the Union that the 
Grievant's ,overtime be compared solely to those ODL carriers with his same day offandto 
grant a remedy based 'on that comparison. The Team concurs that the offICe ODL average 
overti'!'e hours is the accepted baseline standard against which the Grievant ODL overtime 
hours should be compared and the remedy granted in this case is determined using the 
office ODL overtime hour's average in~tead. ' I 

FinaUy the Team does accept the position ofthe Union that providing additional 
opportunities in the next quarter (Gamser NC-S.;S~26 dated April 3, 1979), is not the 
proper resolution ofthis grievance. . 
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Remedies: 

National Arbitrator Howard Gamser ruled in NC-S-S426, April 3, 1979 rC-3200J 
that the Postal Service must pay employees deprived of "equitable 
opportunities" for the overtime hours they did not work only if management's 
failure to comply· with its .contractual obligations under ArHcle 8.S.C.2 shows lIa 
willful disregard or defiance of the contractual provision, a deliberate attempt 
to grant disparate or favorite treatment to an employee or group of 
employees, or caused a situation in which the equalizing opportunity could not 
be afforded within the next quarter." In all other cases, Gamser held, the 
proper remedy ;s to· provide lion equalizing opportunity in the next immediate 
quarter, or pay a compensatory monetary awgrd if this is not done ...fI 

The Team concurs ~hat since it is not possihle, ~n this instance, to offer I(an 
equalizing opportunity" in the next Quarter, as discussed above, as the incident date was 
in Quarter 4, and the grievance was resolved by the Capital Metro Step B Team in Quarter 
2, and in view ofthe documented history ofprevious Step B Article 8 resolutions finding 
"equitability" violations in the installation, a monetary award is nowproper in this. case. 

Based on .the ·facts and documentation in this case, the Team finds it wholly 
appropriate, in this instance, to render the above stated decision. . 

Case File Inventory: 

PS Form 8190-1 page 
Union's Contentions-128 pages 
Managem:ent's Contentions and Documentation- 4 pages 

~l//~/O~ ~~Y/r;'B

. 	 tony Detrick . Leop .ldA•. poisiildlo 


NALe Step B Representative USPS Step B Representative 


USPS GATS#!: ~06N-4K-C 081~8441 

cc: Step A Parties 

District Labor Relations 

National Business Agent 

Capital Metro Lahor Relations 
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